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THE ASPECT I LOVE MOST 
ABOUT EDITING “MODERN 
PIONEER” IS THAT EVERY 
ISSUE IS UNIQUE—issues 
rarely resemble one another. 
When folks ask me what the 
magazine is about, I simply 
smile and say, “You can’t page 
through it without finding at 
least one article you want  
to read, regardless of who  
you are.”

Given my DIY-oriented 
lifestyle, I personally find every 
article in each issue interesting, 
but in this particular issue, 
it’s the heritage topics that 
really speak to me. In grade 
school, history was one of my 
favorite subjects, and I still 
cherish it today. I love to learn 
about those who came before 
me and, of equal importance, 
how they did things. Several 
contributors capture this 
beautifully in this issue.

To begin, Darryl Quidort’s 
monthly “Past Pioneering” 
column (pg. 130) always 
exhibits a standout historical figure. In this issue, he 
compels us to recall yesteryear’s premier shooter, Annie 
Oakley. In Quidort’s column, you’ll learn that Oakley’s real 
name was Phoebe Ann Mosey, a fact I hadn’t learned when 
studying her in grade school. 

Next, Dana Benner’s “The Birth of America” (pg. 86) 
explains how alcohol was instrumental in making our 
country. Plus, Benner discusses how taverns served 
as meeting places for important hearings, gatherings 
and even church services. I didn’t previously know that 
statistic, either.

If hunting is your thing, Jace Bauserman accurately 
captures one of duck hunting’s most timeless and effective 
tactics in “Workingman’s Waterfowl” (pg. 28). Bauserman 
posits that modern waterfowl hunting is incredibly 
expensive when you consider using modern techniques 
involving calling and decoying. So, he hunts simply with a 
shotgun and shells by jumping obscure creeks, ponds and 
waterholes, no calls or decoys needed. Likewise, Michael 
Pendley’s “Flintlock Fascination” (pg. 80) details his 12-year-
old son’s quest to build his own muzzleloading rifle from a 
box of parts and take a deer with it. While editing Pendley’s 
story, it surprised me that a lad so young would choose such 
a primitive weapon in a modernized world where easier is 
more desirable. Maybe there are kids out there who don’t 
have their eyes glued to screens 24/7 after all. 

If household skills interest you, Kristi Cook’s “Old-

[ from the editor ]

Time-Tested Topics With Modern Appeal
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Fashioned Lye Soap” (pg. 46) discusses an age-old way to 
make your own soap from a few simple ingredients. Or, if 
you need to glue items together, but don’t have commercial 
adhesives on-hand, consider reading James and Kathy 
House’s “Stick to It” (pg. 72), which outlines how to make 
glue from kitchen items including skim milk.

Foraging for food is also a time-honored skill. Jason 
Herbert, a passionate mushroom hunter, shares his top 
seven tips for finding mushrooms, and keeping your 
hotspots a secret, in “Forest Delicacies” (pg. 56). Nuts are 
another food the early pioneers foraged, and Jason Houser 
enriches us with information on three nut varieties, how 
to find and crack them, and how to incorporate them into 
decadent desserts, including his mother’s family-favorite 
pecan pie. 

This brings us to our cover story, “Mule Matters” (pg. 38), 
penned by Clay Newcomb, an expert on living naturally 
in modern culture. He summarizes mules and outlines 
important things to consider when shopping for one. By the 
way, did you know that a mule is the offspring of a male 
donkey and a female horse?

Given the diversity of this issue’s heritage-oriented 
topics, I’m sure you’ll find several stories, if not all of them, 
quite interesting.  
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Get to Know the North Star
Many of us likely spent many 

summer nights as kids looking 
up at the night sky, learning 
how to identify constellations. 
The first celestial body we were 
probably shown was the North 
Star, or Polaris, because it’s 
so bright and easy to find. It’s 
generally accepted as fact that 
Polaris is the brightest star in 
the night sky, but actually, it’s 
only of medium brightness. In 
fact, it barely cracks the list of 
the top 50 brightest stars at 48.

It’s surprising status doesn’t 
diminish Polaris’ importance 
as a guide for travelers, though. 
The famous star possesses 
many other characteristics 
that secure it’s place as one of the most 
important celestial bodies. Because Earth’s 
axis is pointed almost directly at Polaris, it 
doesn’t rise or set, staying in the same spot 
above the northern horizon year round, as 
all of the other stars circle it.

Polaris is located in the constellation 
Ursa Minor, or the Little Bear, and is part of 
the Little Dipper’s handle. Use the stars in 
the “bowl” of the dipper to locate Polaris. 
Draw a mental line between the two stars 
of the bowl, and move your eyes that 
same distance approximately five times 

Your latitude determines the 
position of Polaris in the sky. 
For example, at the North Pole, 
Polaris appears to be directly 
overhead, and conversely, at 
the equator it appears to rest 
on the horizon. The North Star 
disappears as one moves south 
of the equator, and the farther 
north one travels, the higher the 
star appears to climb in the sky. 

Incredibly, Polaris won’t 
maintain its status as the North 
Star forever. The gravitational 
force exerted by the sun and 
the moon on Earth cause 
torque, which in turn causes 
the Earth to wobble slightly 
on its axis. The phenomenon 

is known as precession, and it induces 
our planet to move in a circle in the 
sky, slowly and inevitably changing the 
direction of the planet’s axis in space. This 
axial shift will move the north celestial 
pole as centuries pass. Of course, it will 
take many thousands of years for the 
shift to significantly affect the status of 
the current North Star, but the time will 
come when a new star assumes the title 
of brightest in the sky, leading future 
travelers to their destinations just as 
Polaris does now.
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For more information about this new line 
of rifles, log on to turnbullrestoration.com/
winchester1873.

to get very near the vicinity of Polaris. As 
most city dwellers know, it can be difficult 
to locate the two, much dimmer stars of 
the Little Dipper’s bowl, but out in the 
backcountry, where it counts, they should 
be much more visible.

The two stars of the Little Dipper’s bowl 
are also known as the Guardians of the 
Pole and appear to travel around Polaris. 
They’re slightly less bright than Polaris and 
are useful as navigational tools in their own 
right if one marks their relative position to 
the North Star for further guidance. 

Following up on the successful release 
of new Winchester 1892 rifles, Turnbull 
Restoration Co. is continuing its lever- 
action series with a Winchester Model 
1873. These are new rifles that will feature 
the unique Turnbull color case finish, 
charcoal bluing and rust bluing.

The 1873 rifles will be available in .357-
38, .44-40 Winchester or .45 Colt, all with 
straight grips. Every rifle has a 24-inch 
octagonal barrel and factory-checkered 
stocks. The wood has been Turnbull 
refinished in a hand-rubbed oil that gives 
it Winchester’s signature red shade. The 
.357-38 and .45 Colt models are short 
stroked, which has been the preference of 
many shooters since 1883 when the first 
mass-produced 1873s shipped.

The receiver, lever, hammer, butt plate 
and fore-end cap are finished in Turnbull’s 
unique color case hardening, using 
traditional bone and ash methods for 
the best result. The barrel and magazine 

tube are finished in Turnbull Rust Blue and 
the small parts are finished in Turnbull 
Charcoal Blue for both finish and strength. 

Turnbull Adds New Winchester 1873 Rifles

pioneer post
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Camping in the Backcountry—
Desert Edition

Many Modern Pioneer readers are 
familiar with backcountry camping 
practices in the forest, but what 
about trekking off the beaten path 
in the desert? 

Death Valley National 
Park in California is an often 
misunderstood, yet beautiful 
place, filled with much more 
flora and fauna than you might 
expect. If you decide to explore 
the hottest area on Earth and the 
driest in the United States, bear 
in mind a few special precautions 
before heading afield.

Water in adequate quantity and quality should be your top priority. Many springs 
are dry throughout much of the year or are contaminated. Carry your own water at all 
times. During the hot months—spring, summer and fall—plan on at least 1 gallon of 
water per person per day. Check with rangers during your visit about water availability, 
and filter all water from local sources before consuming.

Many people don’t realize that winter snow and ice are common in the higher 
elevations of desert landscapes. Take care to pack proper gear if you plan to hike into 
the backcountry in the colder months. 

Low-elevation hiking isn’t recommended in Death Valley from May-October. The 
lack of humidity coupled with the heat can cause extreme dehydration, even if you 
pack sufficient water. Stick to higher elevations of the park if you intend to visit in 
summer or early fall.

Most of Death Valley National Park is rugged, with few maintained trails and no established 
campsites. When trails are available, make an effort to stay on them. Avoid walking in single 
file; instead, spread out into groups of three or four abreast to prevent damage to the soil crust, 
which can take many years to regenerate. Always avoid camping in washes. Like their name 
implies, flash floods can happen in an instant with devastating results. 

Desert ecosystems are particularly fragile due to the extremes in temperature 
and lack of water. Take care to make as little impact on the area as possible. Avoid 
trampling vegetation and disturbing animal burrows or water sources. 

There is much to explore in Death Valley National Park, including historic mining 
areas, oases and the mysterious “moving” rocks of the Racetrack Playa. For more 
information about planning a trip to Death Valley, log on to nps.gov/deva/.

Is a Storm 
Coming?

No matter where you live in 
the U.S., it’s generally possible 
to predict the weather by paying 
attention to wind direction and 
barometric pressure. 

If the wind is blowing in from 
the south or southwest while the 
barometer simultaneously falls, a 
storm is likely approaching from the west or northwest.

Winds from the east and northeast accompanied by falling barometric pressure 
indicate that a storm is coming from the south or southwest. 

When winds blow in from the east while pressure falls, bad weather is coming. 
Conversely, west winds indicate fair weather.

Keeping a log of wind direction, time of year and barometric pressure in your area 
can help you draw parallels so that you can predict the weather in your region with a 
fair degree of accuracy. Log on to the National Weather Service’s website, weather.gov, 
to learn more.

Controlled Burns 
Planned in 
Pennsylvania

This spring, the Pennsylvania Game 
Commission conducted controlled burns 
to restore wildlife habitat and decrease 
the threat of wildfires on state game 
lands statewide. Since 2009, the game 
commission has used controlled burns 
to improve wildlife habitat and restore 
sensitive habitats. In 2016, more than 
10,000 acres of state game lands were 
treated with controlled burns.

“No other single management practice 
gives us such a broad range of habitat 
benefits,” explained Ben Jones, Habitat 
Division Chief of the agency’s Bureau of 
Wildlife Habitat Management. “Those 
benefits include soil enrichment, invasive-
plant reduction, mast-yield increases and 
wildfire threat reduction.”

Prescribed burns are conducted 
according to state law by highly trained 
crews with hundreds of hours of experience. 
Long before burn day, crews plan operations 
and establish fire-containment boundaries 
to ensure safety, both for themselves and 
the public. Crews coordinate with local 
emergency-response personnel before and 
during burns, as well as with news media.

Controlled burns always occur on 
a relatively small percentage of the 
landscape, consequently their impact on 
wildlife during the burn is almost negligible. 
Although a burn might disrupt a few ground 
nests, those birds—including wild turkeys—
often re-nest. The direct impact is small 
and benefits to the wildlife community far 
outweigh potential negatives.

Controlled burns in spring improve turkey 
habitat, especially for young broods. After 
a controlled burn, succulent regrowth 
provides poults with cover and protein-
rich bugs. These benefits often last more 
than five years. Increased moisture usually 
suspends the spring fire season by late 
May. And since most nests don’t hatch until 
June, it’s unlikely that young birds would  
be harmed. 
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The Bluegill Bob Fly
LIMIT OUT ON PANFISH

> By Darryl Quidort

do-it-yourself
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Unfortunately, I never met the man they called “Bluegill 
Bob,” but I’ve caught many panfi sh on his favorite 
fl y. As the story goes, Bob could catch his limit of 

bluegills on any given day, almost year round. Amazingly, 
he did it using only one bait: a small hand-tied fl y of his 
own design. This simple ½-inch-long fly that bluegills fi nd 
irresistible earned him the moniker “Bluegill Bob.”  

About the Fly
The Bluegill Bob is a wet fl y fi shed underwater. The 

unweighted fl y works well when fi shing in shallow water, but 
I’ve weighted some of my fl ies with a couple turns of thin, 
lead wire to sink them faster when fi shing in deeper water. 
Simply wrap the lead wire around the hook and tie the fl y 
over the top of it.

Fishing the Bluegill Bob
If a fi sh doesn’t grab the fl y as it slowly sinks, retrieve it 

with 6-inch pulls to give it a natural swimming motion. When 
a fi sh follows without taking the fl y, stop the retrieve and let 
the fl y slowly sink. Bluegills and sunfi sh can’t seem to resist 
what appears to be an easy meal.

You don’t need expensive fi shing equipment to use a 
Bluegill Bob fl y. My #5 weight fl yrod, equipped with a fl oating 
line and lightweight monofi lament leader, delivers the little 
fl y nicely. You don’t even need a fl yrod to fi sh a Bluegill Bob 
fl y; a spinning rod and casting bubble will suffi  ce. A casting 
bubble is like a bobber with an eye on both ends. The line is 
tied to one end, and a short leader and fl y is tied on the other 
end. This rig casts easily with any fi shing rod.

The Legacy Lives On
Bob Miskowski was well-known and appreciated by 

fi shermen in Michigan where he lived. He was an outgoing, 
friendly fellow who was always glad to share his fi shing 
knowledge with others. Although Bob passed away last 
summer, his legacy lives on through the pleasure he’s brought 
other fi shermen with a small chartreuse-colored fl y called 
the Bluegill Bob. 
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do-it-yourself

  TYING THE BLUEGILL BOB FLY

1 The Bluegill Bob fly is an easy pattern to tie. Begin by tying several  
 barbs from a pheasant tailfeather to the bend of a #10 or #12 hook to  

 form the tail of the fly. 

2  Next, attach chartreuse-colored chenille to the bend of the hook. Use  
 a small drop of quick-drying super glue to fasten it securely. 

3  Wrap the tying thread and then the chenille toward the eye of the  
 hook and tie it off to form the body of the fly. Cut off the chenille, but  

 don’t cut the tying thread. 

4  Attach a small, dark-colored feather to be wrapped into a soft hackle  
 on the fly. 

5  A couple wraps of hackle finishes the Bluegill Bob fly. Tie off the  
 thread  with a couple of half hitches. Another small drop of super  

 glue on the head of the fly will ensure that it withstands a day of hard  
 fishing.

The author with a ’gill caught on a Bluegill Bob fly attached to a 
casting bubble.

1 2

3 4

5
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review
Clear Advantage
The ATN BinoX HD provides it all

I DON’T KNOW ABOUT YOU, BUT I can’t 
go long nowadays without my mind 

being blown by some new product or 
technology. That’s certainly true of the 

new BinoX HD binoculars from American 
Technologies Network Corporation (ATN Corp). 

Compact and Comfortable
The binoculars are fairly compact at 8.25 

inches tall and 4.80 inches wide. The unit 
weighs 1 pound, 12 ounces on my kitchen scale, 
and is ergonomically styled for quick handling. 
Much of the surface is rubber-coated for a 
positive grip and to enhance durability.

Zoom and Control
The control panel for these 4-16x 

binoculars is centered on the top and 
positioned so it can be easily operated with 
the fi ngers of either hand while employing 
a normal hold. The panel also has a simple 
layout that’s easily operated by touch alone; 
there’s no need to lower the binoculars from 
your face to operate the controls.

A 4-16x range is quite versatile and just 
about perfectly suited for fi eld use because 
anything around or above a 16x magnifi cation 
becomes di�  cult to hold steadily from normal 
viewing positions anyway. Actually, 16x is 
higher than many experienced operators 
consider optimal for hand-held use, but in 
this case, the gyroscopic image-stabilization 
feature makes it easy to obtain a clear, rock-
solid image at the higher setting.

Adjusting the magnifi cation up or down 
is simple and smooth, and I found the 
adjustment speed to be just right so that I 
didn’t overrun my desired magnifi cation.

The BinoX’s night-vision features are, of 
course, its primary selling points, and ATN 
uses an Obsidian Core processor for speed 
and lag-free performance.

The night-vision image is presented in 
either a green tone or black and white, and 
each has its advantages depending upon 
the scene, subjects, environment and 
ambient lighting.

Capture the Experience
Live-video and still-image recording make 

BinoX binoculars unbelievably attractive. They 

capture in 1920x1080 full-HD format, and you 
can grab still images while you’re recording 
live video with the click of a button. This 
eliminates the need to do an after-shoot edit—
if you’re into editing—and take screen grabs 
from the video to provide stills.

Videos and stills can be o� -loaded via the 
USB or HDM1 ports, the wireless Wi-Fi system, 
or by simply downloading from the micro-
SD card. By the way, the micro-SD storage 
perfectly suits these binos since it’s compact, 
yet has tremendous storage capabilities. For 
immediate gratifi cation, you can plug the 
BinoX binoculars into an HD TV and watch 
the playback.

Direction and Distance
An outdoorsperson’s most valuable tool is 

arguably a compass, and the BinoX binoculars 
are equipped with an electronic compass 
that provides continuous direction readings in 
addition to a general orientation display. 

Augmenting the electronic compass 
is the ability to GEO-tag your location for 
continuing reference. This is one of the GPS’s 
wonders, and with it you can track yourself 
while moving by doing a frequent GEO-tag 
(i.e. leaving breadcrumbs in addition to just 
identifying certain landmark locations). I’m 
often curious about my current elevation 
above sea level, and BinoX binoculars provide 
that info, too.

Finally, BinoX binoculars feature a 
surprisingly accurate range/distance-
estimating system. It’s a simple bracketing 
system. When you know a given object’s size, 
you can simply fi t it between brackets in the 
display to calculate approximate distance. 

Serious Optics for Serious 
Outdoorspeople

The superb optical quality of BinoX 
binoculars, combined with the system’s 
precision electronics, give outdoorsmen a 
clear advantage. Each of the features, while 
handy on their own, make ATN Corp’s BinoX 
a high-performance, multi-faceted binocular 
with outstanding versatility. I believe anyone 
who loves the outdoors will fi nd them not only 
useful, but a necessity. 

                      —Paul Hantke

BinoX Specs
Make: ATN Corp

Model: BinoX-HD 

Sensor: HD 1080p ATN L130 sensor

Magnifi cation: 4-16x

Angle of View: 6°

Objective Lens: 65mm

Micro Display: 960x540x2

Core: ATN Obsidian

System Resolution: 90lp/mm

Focus Range: 10 feet

Eye Relief: 10-30mm

IR Illuminator Range: 300 yards

IP Rating: Weather resistant

Video Record Resolution: 1080p 

@ 30 yards

Wi-Fi (Streaming, Gallery and 

Controls): IOS and Android

3-D Gyroscope: Yes, GS3

3-D Accelerometer: Yes

3-D Magnetometer: Yes

Microphone: Yes

E-Compass: Yes

GPS: Yes

Storage: Micro-SD (4-64GB)

Battery Life: 6-8 hours

Physical: 1.75 pounds; 8.2x5x2.3 

inches 

Warranty: 2 years

AMERICAN TECHNOLOGIES 

NETWORK CORPORATION

(800) 910-2862

atncorp.com

Clear Advantage
The ATN BinoX HD provides it all
Clear Advantage
The ATN BinoX HD provides it all
Clear Advantage

being blown by some new product or 
technology. That’s certainly true of the 

new BinoX HD binoculars from American 
Technologies Network Corporation (ATN Corp). 

Compact and Comfortable
The binoculars are fairly compact at 8.25 

inches tall and 4.80 inches wide. The unit 
weighs 1 pound, 12 ounces on my kitchen scale, 
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gear
S H O W C A S E

FOR TACTICAL 
OR SURVIVAL
First Tactical’s Scorpion knife 
tanto is fl exible enough to be used 
for backup or as a boot knife to 
fi t various applications including 
your everyday carry needs. This 
small, lightweight knife comes in a 
skeletonized design and includes 
a molded, lockable sheath (Level 
I and II). The sheath’s lockable 
mechanism is removable for easy 
cleaning. The overall knife length 
is 4.92 inches, and it features a 
440A-steel blade with a modifi ed 
tanto-style tip.  
MSRP: $39.99

>   FIRSTTACTICAL.COM   FIRSTTACTICAL.COM

WHEN SIGNALING 
EQUALS SURVIVAL
Brite-Strike Technologies has 
developed a compact new 
emergency-signaling system 
called the Brite-Rescue. Its 
10-foot-long polyethylene band 
is super-durable and has six patented APAL-AIR LED lights with 
refl ective fronts that are set next to 20-hour glow-in-the-dark strips 
and two SOLAS refl ective tape strips. The APALS-AIR LEDs run 
longer than 200 hours each for a combined total of more than 1,200 
hours, and they operate in two strobe modes. The entire system is 
waterproof and fl oats on the water surface, doubling for both water- 
and land-rescue applications. When rolled up in its pouch, its compact 
design measures only 5 x1.3 inches and weighs only 3 ounces, making 
it ideal for carrying anywhere.   
MSRP: $70

>   BRITE-STRIKE.COM

PRACTICAL THERMAL 
IMAGING FOR HUNTERS
FLIR recently introduced a broad array of new outdoor and 
tactical thermal imagers, including powerful handheld models, 
rifl escope-mounted units and clip-on rifl e sights, which have been 
developed specifi cally for tactical professionals, hunters and outdoor 
enthusiasts. Among those new products, FLIR is introducing three 
rugged, ergonomic, handheld thermal-imager product categories. 
Within those units are two monocular designs and a Helios bi-ocular, 
all of which come in various lens options. There are three rifl e-mounted 
designs that come in various lens-size and resolution models. And, two 
models of clip-on thermal rifl e sights are currently available, also varying in 
resolution and optic-lens sizes.   
MSRP: Bi-oculars starting at $3,595; monoculars starting at $1,895; 
rifl escope-mounted sights starting at $2,119; clip-on sights starting 
at $3,495

>   FLIR.COM
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THE CADILLAC OF FLY RODS
The Blackwater Spey & Switch series fl y rods were 
designed to handle the toughest of drag-burning runs 
from the world’s most uncompromising steelhead 
and salmon, yet these rods yield a rare combination 
of fi nesse and power-packed performance. These 
are lightweight graphite powerhouses with a classic 
medium-fast action design. Their construction consists 
of supreme-grade cork and the highest quality 
components, and come in a four-section breakdown 
design. The rods are available in six di� erent sizes 
ranging from the 11-foot 6/7 weight feet up to the 
14-foot 9 weight, and each rod comes with its own 
sock and rod tube.   
MSRP: $449.99-589.99

>   RISEFISHING.COM

SWAB YOUR GUNS WITH SWAB-ITS
Swab-Its produces many di� erent products dedicated to cleaning fi rearms. Its 
Gun-Tips are handy swabs that help you reach tight spots where dirt, grime and 
combustion residue reside, such as trigger assemblies, slides, magazine wells, 
extractor areas and rails. They’re available in four sizes. Unlike cotton swabs, 
Gun-Tips are fi ber-free and won’t shed or leave behind lint. They’re also washable 
and reusable. While Gun-Tips are essentially handheld aids, Swab-Its Bore-Tips 
replace patches and jags and are used with a cleaning rod or cleaning cables for 
scrubbing out the bore. They’re available in seven rifl e and pistol caliber sizes and 
four shotgun gauges. Like Gun-Tips, Bore-Tips are also washable, reusable, won’t 
shed or leave behind lint and are compatible with standard 8/32 and 5/16-27 
cleaning-rod threads.  
MSRP: Starting at $6.99 

>   SWAB-ITS.COM

TASTE 
OF THE WILD
Summer is jerky time for 
hunters and fi shermen 
seeking to empty their 
freezers for the coming 
fall’s harvests. Hi Mountain 
Seasoning has jerky and 
seasoning kits to turn that 
meat into mouthwatering 
treats for the whole family. 
Each kit includes everything 
you need: cure, seasonings 
and casings. There are 
21 di� erent Jerky Cure & 
Seasoning Kits, 14 Snackin’ 
Stick Kits and 12 Sausage-
Making Kits to choose from. 
Hi Mountain products can be 
found at high-end sporting-
goods stores, farm- and ranch-supply stores and many local grocery 
stores nationwide. Hi Mountain’s website includes its entire product line, 
cooking tips, instructional videos and recipes. 
MSRP: $7.99-21.99 (varies by kit)

>   HIMTNJERKY.COM
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NAIL 
A LIMIT
SCORE BIG ON DOVES WITH 
THESE INDISPENSIBLE TIPS

By Thomas C. Tabor
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Some hunters might be surprised to hear 
that doves are considered the leading 
game-bird species among U.S. hunters. 

Annual harvest estimates run from 20 to 70 
million birds. 

Perhaps doves are targeted because they’re 
so populous throughout the U.S., the seasons 
typically occur in September (before most 
other hunting seasons), and their breeding 
cycles are prolific. The species consistently 
sustains its population, even when subjected 
to tremendously high kill rates, because they 
can nest up to six times a year, with each 
brood consisting of two young. That impressive 
reproduction rate results in an estimated U.S. 
dove population of 350 million birds.  

But, the mourning dove’s large population 
and widespread distribution don’t necessarily 
mean they’re easy to harvest. Anyone who’s 
ever hunted them will point out that with 
a flight speed up to 60 mph, a dove can be 
extremely difficult to hit. Additionally, their 
superb eyesight and erratic flight patterns only 
increase that difficulty. But, knowing the dove’s 
habits and having a few hunting tips to fall 
back on will help you put some doves in your 
game pouch.  

Location, Location, Location
Success comes from hunting the right area. 

For that reason, pre-hunt scouting is essential. 
Simply put, you can’t shoot a dove if none are 
in the vicinity. 

To locate doves, you first must understand 
their daily habits, which are essentially made 
up of four basic activities: roosting, feeding, 
watering and picking gravel for their digestion. 
Their days begin by leaving the roost as the 
sun first breaks over the horizon and heading 
to water, which could be located several miles 
away in some instances. 

After that, they quickly head to a feeding 
area, which typically consists of oats, corn, 
wheat, millet, barley, canola, sunflower or other 
grain crops. A dove’s legs are short, which 
makes it difficult for them to move around in 
higher vegetation, so they prefer feeding areas 
that offer at least some open, bare ground.  

Once their appetite has been satisfied, the 
birds will instinctively begin to seek a gravel 
source for their gizzards. Like chickens, gravel 
is necessary for the birds to digest their food. 
Once established by the hunter, these locales 
can be excellent places to ambush doves. Or, as 
an alternative, there could be fly-by shooting 

(top) In some jurisdictions, 
hunter orange must be 
worn while hunting, even 
for birds. PHOTO BY HOWARD 

COMMUNICATIONS  

(opposite) When there’s a 
lack of natural vegetation 
in the immediate area, 
author Thomas Tabor 
erects a simple and easy-
to-construct ground blind. 
PHOTO BY THOMAS C. TABOR 
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[DOVE]

“Annual harvest estimates run 
from 20 to 70 million birds.”
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Mourning Dove Facts
 
The mourning dove can be found throughout the U.S., southern 

Canada and northern Mexico. Both males and females make a cooing 

sound, but the male’s voice is a little louder. When flushed, their wings 

make an unusual whistling sound that makes indentifying the species 

easy, even when they’re hidden from view. 

Their nests are often haphazardly located, and they sometimes use 

the abandoned nest of some other species as a base to build on. They 

can be found in trees, or on the ground in areas devoid of trees. The 

species eats nearly 100% plant food, but in some instances, their diet 

includes insects.  
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[DOVE]

opportunities located between those areas.   
Once the need for gravel has been satisfied, 

doves often seek out an area to roost and 
while away the midday hours before the whole 
process begins anew in the afternoon. Studying 
these habits will allow you to position yourself 
for action. 

Using Calls and Decoys
While I’ve shot many doves simply by 

recognizing their flight patterns and lying 
in wait for pass-shooting opportunities, you 
can often increase your odds of success by 
strategically placing a few decoys. 

Dove decoys can benefit hunters in two 
ways. Obviously, the birds will spot the decoys 
and join them, giving you a shot. The second 
and possibly even more important benefit of 
decoys is that the bird’s eyesight and attention 
will be on the decoys rather than on you. 

Dove decoys come in two basic styles: 
stationary and motorized. While both can 
be effective, the motorized models can 
capture the attention of birds from far greater 
distances than stationary varieties. I frequently 
use a combination of both when hunting: 

employing a single motorized decoy like a 
Mojo VooDoo Dove as a long-range attractant, 
and strategically placing a few stationary 
decoys like those produced by Hard Core 
on the ground or in nearby trees. Hard Core 
decoys have a built-in clip, making them easy 
to fasten to tree limbs. Or, they can simply be 
placed on the ground as if feeding or picking 
gravel. Keep in mind, however, that a decoy 
does no good if it cannot be seen. Position 
them on the ends of tree limbs or somewhere 
lacking vegetation. 

When I hunt with a motorized decoy, I usually 
place it a bit farther away from my shooting 
position than I do the stationary decoys. I 
generally place the motorized fake somewhere 
around 35 or 40 yards away from my location 
and the non-motorized versions about 25 to 30 
yards away.     

Personally, I don’t use calls for dove hunting. 
While in some situations it might attract 
them, calling doves generally isn’t nearly as 
important as it is when hunting waterfowl. 
If nothing else produces, though, a call will 
give you something to do while you await the 
doves’ arrival. 

(top) When available, a 
fence is an excellent place 
to position a decoy. This 
is a natural location for a 
dove to sit, and the decoy 
is visible to any birds 
passing by. PHOTO BY THOMAS 

C. TABOR 

(opposite) A dove’s outward 
appearance might be one 
of beauty and innocence, 
but when it comes to 
hunting, doves can 
present some of the most 
difficult shots.
PHOTO BY U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE

“A common dove-hunting joke is that most hunters 
expend far more weight in shells than they harvest 
in dove meat.”
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Stay Hidden
Due to the keen eyesight and natural 

wariness all doves possess, it’s imperative that 
you remain hidden until you’re ready to shoot. 
Wear some form of camouflage and tuck into 
natural foliage. Unfortunately, not all areas of 
the country allow camo while hunting. In those 
cases, you must rely on natural concealment, or 
you may opt to use a portable commercial blind.  

   
Firearms and Ammo

Other than possibly using a few decoys, 
no specialized equipment is needed for dove 
hunting. Sometimes a backpack is nice to 
have when packing in to the hunting area, but 
it certainly isn’t required. For a shotgun, any 
upland-bird gun will work, even a 12 gauge. I 
personally prefer one of the smaller gauges like 
a 20, or even better, a 28 gauge. 

Doves are extremely fast and erratic fliers. 
That said, a quick-swinging and pointing 
shotgun will produce the highest degree of 
success. If you set up properly, your shots 
should be at moderate range, and sometimes 
even one or two pieces of shot will bring them 
down. Unlike many other game-bird species 

that have an impenetrable layer of heavy 
feathers during hunting season, a dove’s 
feathers are light and easily penetrated. The 
upper limit in shot size would be No. 7 ½, but 
8 or even 8 ½ will work just fine. Moderately 
open chokes, like modified or improved 
cylinder, are generally considered optimum.    

The Way I See It
In many parts of the country, dove season 

precedes other hunting opportunities, and 
most often takes place in warm weather. Based 
on those points alone, I simply can’t think of a 
better way to become a proficient bird shooter 
than to head afield for some fast dove action. 

While dove hunting can be great fun, it can 
also be quite humbling at times. A common 
dove-hunting joke is that most hunters expend 
far more weight in shells than they harvest 
in dove meat. A dove’s typical dipping-and-
dodging tactics can make them extremely 
difficult to hit, and for that reason, misses 
frequently exceed hits. If we only hunted for 
the meat, it would be far cheaper to simply 
head to the grocery store and buy it. Somehow, 
I don’t think that would be as much fun.  MP 

(top) The mourning dove is 
an attractive bird, but also 
a very difficult target to 
hit in flight. PHOTO BY THOMAS 

C. TABOR   

(opposite) Motorized decoys 
like this Mojo VooDoo 
Dove work as an excellent 
attractor and, in many 
cases, a distractor, since 
the birds focus on the 
decoy rather than on  
the hunter. 
PHOTO BY MOJO OUTDOORS 

“… with a flight speed 
up to 60 mph, a dove 
can be extremely 
difficult to hit.”
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OTHER DOVE 
SPECIES

 
While not generally looked upon as a boon by 

most people, the invasion of the Eurasian dove 
benefits the dove hunter. This larger dove species 
is considered a non-indigenous, invasive species, 
and in many jurisdictions, there are no restrictions 
to hunting them. 

While not nearly as common within the U.S. 
borders as the mourning dove, the white-winged 
dove is also a popular hunting species. Its U.S. 
range is essentially tied to the more arid regions of 
the southernmost states. That includes the lower 
reaches of Texas, New Mexico and Arizona, but is 
considerably more common and widespread in 
Mexico and northern Central America. Sometimes 
referred to as the Sonoran pigeon, the white-
winged dove is slightly heavier than the mourning 
dove, but it appears smaller due to its shorter tail. 
Its call is a low, almost owl-like hhhooo-hoooo-
hoo-hooooo.  

The feral, non-indigenous Eurasian dove has invaded many areas of the country. Because it’s non-native 
and invasive, it can often be hunted with fewer restrictions, and in some cases, no seasons or bag limits. 
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UNCONVENTIONAL USES FOR 
THE 5-GALLON BUCKET

By Jason Herbert

PAIL 
POWER
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Five-gallon buckets are perect 
for brewing beer at home.  Simply 
sterilize the bucket and lid, drill a 

hole in the top for an airlock and 
you’re ready to go.   
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ingredients are shipped in these buckets, 
and once the staff empties them to make ice 
cream, the parlor sells each bucket and lid 
set for $2. I know restaurants and other food 
vendors often have old buckets on-hand, too. 
In fact, most will probably just throw them 
away. I’m not above dumpster diving, and have 
gotten some of my best buckets this way.

Storage Uses
The priority with my clean buckets is food 

storage. I like to be prepared for emergencies 
and consider myself a “prepper.” I use 5-gallon 
buckets for almost all of my family’s emergency-
food storage. I like to store dry rice, beans and 
other non-perishable food items that don’t come 
in cans or jars in the buckets. Basically, any food 
I want to store that’s in a bag, box, packet or 
vacuum-sealed pouch gets placed into a bucket. 
Something to note is that although the buckets 
are technically 5-gallon vessels, they actually 
hold slightly more than that.

I also keep plenty of water on-hand. Experts 
recommend adding 30-40 drops of unscented 
bleach to 5 gallons of water for proper storage 
and purification. It’s also recommended that 1 
gallon of water is kept on-hand per person per 
day for emergency situations.

I also use 5-gallon buckets to store emergency 
gear. I have one gear bucket full of cooking 
utensils such as a small stove, Sterno fuel 

Well before plastic was invented, our 
innovative ancestors used handmade 
barrels as a go-to solution for 

multiple challenges. People stored goods in 
barrels, transported things in them, and even 
used them as tables or footrests. 

Uses for barrels still abound. My personal 
favorite is to find a charred, American white 
oak barrel and use it to turn grain alcohol 
into whiskey. Wooden barrels certainly still 
have their place, but my new go-to in many 
situations is a food-grade 5-gallon bucket with 
a gasket-sealed lid. These can survive almost 
anything except fire. With locking lids, food-
grade 5-gallon buckets become airtight and 
waterproof. They’re also easily carried and 
stacked. Ask any farm kid, and they’ll tell you 
it’s easier to carry two buckets than one. 

Storage and Labeling
I built a shelf in one of my rooms that 

can hold 24 buckets: two deep by two high 
by six wide. They aren’t filled with gear, 
food and water just yet, but that’s my goal. 
They’re easy to store and stack on top of one 
another, and they can also be labeled with a 
permanent marker. 

Obtaining Buckets
I purchase lightly used buckets from a 

local craft-made ice cream shop. The shop’s 

(below) Surprisingly, the 
author can fit all of these 
things into three bug-out 
buckets. Aside from a 
small bag with weapons 
and ammunition that 
he’ll grab in an emer-
gency, the buckets 
contain basically 
everything else that’s 
important.  
PHOTO BY JASON HERBERT 

(opposite, top) Five-gallon 
buckets stack and store 
easily so that you have 
them when you need 
them.

(opposite, bottom) Here, 
the author has an 
array of emergency 
supplies stored in one 
of his 5-gallon buckets. 
Dried beans, matches, 
wheatgrass seed and a 
fire starter block are all 
covering up a hand-
crank radio and other 
essentials. 
PHOTO BY JASON HERBERT
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[5-GALLON BUCKET]

Emergency Bucket
After writing this piece, I became curious about what others put 

in their emergency bug-out buckets. My emergency bucket is full, 

and if you ask my wife, she’ll confirm that I’m not an efficient packer, 

so I wondered if I could fit more in an emergency bucket. In mine, I 

keep a few things I consider essential, such as a tarp, knives, lighters, 

matches, paracord, granola bars, water bottles, first-aid supplies, etc. 

You might wish to pack a bucket with very specific items such as one 

devoted strictly to first-aid supplies, one for hygiene items, etc.

Where you live is important when considering emergency 

preparedness. For instance, I live in Michigan, so I don’t pack a lot of 

water, instead, I stock water-filtration tools like a portable filter or 

iodine tablets; whereas, someone in Arizona or Colorado might need 

to pack more water and forgo the tarp I include in my kit for use as a 

rain shelter.
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cans and fire-starting gear. I also have another 
bucket with knives, paracord and flashlights, 
etc. Another bucket is filled with various hand 
tools. I even keep open pollination seeds in one 
bucket, should I ever need to grow a survival 
garden. Read up on seed saving, because 
some seeds shouldn’t be stored in an airtight 
container for an extended period. Because of 
diminishing germination rates as time goes on, 
and the lack of fresh air, I swap out my seeds 
each season just to be safe. 

We also have a few “bug-out” buckets set 
up. A topic that could fill several pages, each 
bug-out bucket is set up as a smaller, stand-
alone emergency kit ready to be grabbed at a 
moment’s notice. The bug-out bucket is like 
a prepper’s bug-out bag, full of items that 
would be helpful when leaving home during 
an emergency.

A 5-gallon bucket’s uses are endless and not 
limited merely to emergency preparedness. 
Several ideas that come to mind are storing 
tools, nails, screws, kindling, seasonal 
clothing, trapping gear, camping gear, brewing 
equipment, etc.

Out-of-the-Box Emergency Applications
Along with storage, the buckets themselves 

can be very useful. In an emergency, a bucket 
and lid could be used as an emergency toilet, 
keeping your campsite sanitary. It can also 
be used to transport harvested water and 
foraged food. A 5-gallon bucket can also be 

used as a rodent or small-game trap. There are 
many websites devoted to interesting uses for 
5-gallon buckets including happyprepppers.
com and fivegallonideas.com. Both of these 
sites have compiled the top ideas proposed 
by their contributors and include detailed 
instructions, sometimes with step-by-step 
images, to complete each project. 

Buckets for Brewing
I’m currently brewing beer and wine in food-

grade 5-gallon buckets. Setting up a brewing 
bucket is simple. I went to the local brewing-
supply store and bought a few airlocks with 
rubber bungs. Then, I used a hole saw and cut 
holes through a few lids. Next, I simply placed 
the rubber bung in the hole and twisted it 
tight. (Note: Be sure to sanitize the bucket and 
gear before brewing.)

In the Garden
Buckets are also useful for gardening. With 

a few holes drilled through the bottom for 
drainage, a bucket makes a viable garden 
container. I like to grow tomatoes in a bucket 
so they’re not subjected to ground-level fungi 
and insects. I also have good success growing 
potatoes in buckets, but not the way you might 
think. I plant the potato in the bottom of the 
bucket in 6-8 inches of soil. As the plant grows, 
I occasionally add more dirt, continuing to bury 
the plant. Potatoes like to grow in loose soil, so as 
the plant reaches for the sunlight, I keep adding 

(below) Five-gallon buckets 
are useful out in the 
woods for hauling water, 
stowing your catch of the 
day, and in a pinch, as a  
latrine to maintain 
sanitary conditions 
around  
the campsite.

(opposite, top) Although 
buckets can be loaded 
up with lots of odds 
and ends, they’re still 
convenient for most 
people to carry. Any farm 
kid will tell you that it’s 
easier to carry two buckets 
than just one.

(opposite, bottom) Tomatoes 
and potatoes can be 
grown successfully in 
buckets. They’re perfect 
for those with limited 
growing space.
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loose dirt for the plant to set potatoes in. At 
harvest time, I simply spill the bucket to reveal 
the potatoes. You can find more information 
about this technique at fivegallonideas.com.

Bring the Heat
Buckets can also be filled with sand or 

water and used as thermal mass heat sources. 
I had a greenhouse at my old home. In it, I 
kept sand-filled buckets. The buckets were 
exposed to the southern winter sunlight, and 
although it never got hot, I know the solar 
heat they collected during the day helped the 
greenhouse stay warmer during the winter. 

Bullet Cache 
Speaking of sand-filled buckets, most will 

stop a bullet. Used as a target, a bucket full of 
sand and spent bullets can be easily dumped 
so the lead can be harvested to cast more. With 
luck, that’s the only time I’ll ever need a bucket 
to stop a bullet for me. Buckets can also be 
used to mix things like concrete or a primitive, 
cob-style construction medium.

Save Them, Use Them 
Often taken for granted, 5-gallon buckets have 

many uses, and I’ve only scratched the surface 
here. What’s most important is that people 
understand the value of these vessels, and don’t 
just throw them away. I hope that you’ll never 
need a bucket for an emergency, but if you do and 
are prepared, you’ll be glad to have it. MP

Gardening in 
a Bucket 

There are several benefits to container 

gardening, and for me, a 5-gallon bucket is an 

outstanding container. First and foremost, it’s 

easy to transport. By simply grabbing the handle, 

the bucket garden can be relocated anywhere. A 

garden bucket can be easily set out on a sunny 

spring day, and brought back into the garage at 

night when frost is possible. When the harvest 

season is over, dump the dirt. Next season, add 

more dirt and start the process over again. The 

only downside to container gardens is they must 

be watered more regularly than plants growing in 

a traditional garden.

Another option with a 5-gallon bucket is a 

greenhouse. Using the same principals of drilling 

drainage holes and adding growing medium to 

the bucket, a simple old window, sheet of plastic, 

garbage bag or just about anything that will let 

light through can be placed over the top. 

When growing in a 5-gallon bucket or 

greenhouse, consider how the young plant 

will behave. Its natural tendency is to reach for 

sunlight and grow as tall as it can, as quickly as 

possible, for better access to the sun’s nourishing 

rays. Sometimes, these aggressive plants have 

weak stalks that may need to be stabilized with a 

pole or stake.
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WORKINGMAN’S 

WATER  FOWL
LAND DUCK BREASTS IN YOUR FRYING PAN WITH ONLY 
A SHOTGUN AND SHELLS      By Jace Bauserman P
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When I jumped headfi rst into archery, 
I abandoned waterfowl hunting. As 
a young, college-aged student with 

a minimum-wage farm job, I simply couldn’t 
afford both. To fund my archery excursions, I 
sold the few dozen duck decoys I had and 

didn’t look back. After all, that chapter of my 
life was over, and I was on to bigger and 
better adventures.

Fifteen years later, I found myself with 
a son who wanted to go waterfowling and 

a wife longing to practice a few Pinterest 
duck recipes. No problem. The kids needed 

shotguns, and to be honest, I was ready to 
get back to my roots. The initial 20-gauge 
investment didn’t break the bank, but when 
I began researching modern duck calls and 
decoys, I freaked out. My budget couldn’t take 
the hit. Rather than panic and throw in the 
towel, I simply took a different approach, one 
my Arkansas ancestors used, and one I’d 
practiced long before my fi rst dozen mallard 
deeks arrived on my parent’s doorstep.  

The Art of Jump Shooting
Like all hunting, effective jump shooting 

starts with scouting. Use Google Earth to locate 
smaller bodies of water in your hunting area. 
Remember, the smaller it is, the better your 
chances of success. Big water leaves too many 
variables and often leads to an empty game 
bag. After pinning a few rivers, creeks, slews 
and lesser-sized ponds, note the locations of 
nearby agricultural fi elds. Picked corn, milo 
and freshly sprouted winter wheat fi elds are 
worth considering. Ducks must feed, especially 
when the mercury drops, and they know where 
the food is. You should, too.

Next, take a pre-dawn drive. Ducks are early 
risers, and unless temperatures are extremely 
cold, they will be dropping back on their 
resting water right at daybreak. I like to park 
my truck, climb into the bed and fi x my 12x 
binos on the water I’m planning to hunt. Then, 
I just watch and listen. Pay close attention to 
where on the water ducks land and where they 
paddle. This will give you a good idea of exactly 

“Use Google Earth to locate smaller 
bodies of water in your hunting area.”

(top) Small ponds like this 
one are good places to 
jump-shoot ducks. (below) 
Watch the weather. A 
good smartphone weather 
app is worth its weight in 
gold when watching for 
upcoming cold fronts. 
(opposite) The author 
took this, his fi rst-ever 
goldeneye, during a 
serious cold front.
PHOTOS BY JACE BAUSERMAN
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where to come up on the birds, especially when 
jumping slightly bigger water. 

Since you aren’t decoying, you only need a few 
whistling wings to descend on the water to make 
the scouting mission successful. After all, you’re 
going to jump the water and move on. When 
jumping, don’t worry about big numbers of birds. 

I watch the water until sunup, then I hit the 
blacktop, driving to the other ponds, creeks, 
slews and the like, putting my binos to work. 
You’ll find many open-water areas can be 
glassed out of your truck window, but you’ll 
have to burn a little boot leather for others. I 
prefer the latter. Why? Simple. They receive less 
pressure from other hunters, and being able to 
walk in to them allows me to plan my actual 
hunt route. As soon as you can see water, stop. 
Ducks don’t tolerate on-land movement, even 
at a distance, and if you’re detected, they’ll flee. 
Prime walk-in water areas include slews, small 
ponds and bends in creeks and rivers. 

Yes, you can scout and jump the same day, 
but if you’re new to jump shooting, I highly 
recommend scouting thoroughly to learn the 
water in your area and how ducks use it. I 
journal my scouting and hunting escapades, 
always listing duck-rich areas. These “fowl 
zones,” as I call them, will produce continually 
throughout the season if not overused. 

(top) Hunter Bauserman shot some mallards, gadwall and a widgeon jumped from a small pond that was just starting to freeze.  (below) Burning a little 
boot leather and scouting off-the-beaten path water locales often pay dividends.  PHOTOS BY JACE BAUSERMAN
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OH, SO TASTY 
Duck often gets a bad rap at the dinner 
table. I totally disagree. With duck, it’s all 
about preparation. If you breast your ducks, 
which is what I often do, be sure to clean 
and remove all gelatinized blood, and trim 
away any excess fat and tendon-like tissue. 
Next, soak the breasts in ice-cold salt water 
in the fridge overnight. This chills the breasts 
and pulls excess blood from them. If you 
don’t plan to eat the breasts the following 
day, freeze them at this point. 

Here are three great duck recipes my 
family enjoys:

DUCK SANDWICHES
•   Slice four large duck breasts into thin,   
 fajita-like strips. 

• Place the strips in a 1-gallon zip-top bag   
 with 6 ounces of Dijon mustard. 

• Shake the bag for three minutes, making   
 sure the mustard covers each meat slice.

• Return to the fridge for two hours.

• Pour 3 tablespoons of olive oil into a large  
 pan, and cook each strip on high heat   
 until the outside is seared, then turn the    
     stove heat to low heat, allowing the inside     
 to cook slowly. 

• Once the meat is cooked to your liking 
 (I prefer medium rare), remove it and   
 make a hot sandwich. The leftovers can   
 be refrigerated and later put into a 
 blender with mayo and sweet relish to   
 create an amazing cold sandwich spread. 

PAN-SEARED DUCK BREAST
• Using a fork, make multiple punture   
 marks (this helps the brine penetrate) 
 in four to six medium to large duck breast  
 fillets. Place the fillets in a brine that   
 includes 1 quart ice-cold water, ¼ cup   
 kosher salt, ¼ teaspoon sriracha powder,  
 3 tablespoons crushed peppercorns,   
 two crushed bay leaves, ¼ cup brown   
 sugar, three minced garlic cloves and 
 three sprigs of fresh rosemary.

• Let the breasts soak in the brine 
 overnight.

• Heat a thin layer of olive oil in a 
 medium-hot skillet and brown the duck   
 breasts on both sides for two to three   
 minutes. If the breasts aren’t done to your   
 liking at this point, continue to cook all   
 sides evenly until they’re cooked to  
 your taste.

 
MARINATED DUCK LETTUCE WRAPS
• Slice four to six duck breasts into 1/8- to   
 ¼-inch strips. 

• Place the strips in a marinade that 
 includes ½ cup soy sauce, 2 teaspoons   
 sesame oil, 3 tablespoons rice vinegar, 
 2 tablespoons brown sugar, a pinch of   
 garlic salt, a pinch of sriracha seasoning,   
 two cloves minced garlic and 1 teaspoon   
 fresh, peeled, minced ginger. 

• Let the strips soak in the fridge overnight.

• Heat outdoor grill to 350°F.

• Place the strips on the top grill rack far-  
 thest away from the flame.

• Cook slowly, turning often until done.

• Place meat on trimmed iceberg lettuce   
 leaves and add a homemade sauce that   
 includes a mixture of soy sauce, sriracha   
 sauce, brown sugar and lime. Experiment  
 with the amounts of each until the 
 desired taste and spiciness is 
 achieved. 
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DON’T FORGET 
THE FEATHERS

If you’re family is like mine, you’re always thinking about 
putting different types of protein-rich meat in the freezer. Fish 
is one of our favorites, and I use many of the feathers from the 
different ducks I harvest to tie flies for trout and panfish.

Being sure to keep each species of duck separate and 
labeled, get a few plastic baggies and place iridescent head 
feathers in one bag, flank feathers in another, wing feathers in 
another, tail feathers in another and so on. Honestly, there isn’t 
one feather on virtually any duck that can’t be used for some 
sort of pattern. Wood duck flank feathers are highly coveted 
and what I use the most when tying a pattern like a dry Catskill. 
The flank feathers are used for the hackle and the tail, and I use 
a mixture of gray muskrat dubbing and the shimmering green 
head feathers of a mallard drake to construct the body. 

I’m by no means a fly expert, and I highly recommend 
getting the book  The Orvis Guide to Beginning Fly Tying. The 
book covers all of the tools you need and shows you how to 
properly tie some basic patterns. 

“If there are more than two people, always assign 
appropriate shooting zones.”

(top) The author first located this duck-rich pond on Google Earth, then confirmed it was a hotspot with a scouting mission. PHOTO  BY JACE BAUSERMAN
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DUCKS WITH DECOYS

• Standard Remington 870 Pump  
 Shotgun: $300
• Cabela’s Dri-Fowl II Waterfowl  
 4-in-1 Parka: $230
• Cabela’s SuperMag 1,600g 
 Hunting Chest Waders: $240
• Greenhead Gear Pro-Grade 
 January Mallard Decoy Dozen:  
 $130
• Duck Commander Camo Max 
 Duck Call: $35
• Two boxes Winchester Xpert  
 Hi-Velocity Steel 3-Inch #2: 
 $16 per box

TOTAL: $967

DUCKS ON THE JUMP

• Standard Remington 870 Pump  
 Shotgun: $300
• Two boxes Winchester Xpert  
 Hi-Velocity Steel 3-Inch #2: 
 $16 per box

TOTAL: $332

You don’t need quality camo when 
jumping. An insulated top and bottom, 
a pair of gloves and a warm pair of 
pants, with a sweatshirt and a jacket, 
will suffice. As for waders, they’re a 
good investment, but not a must-have. 
Because you’ll be hunting small water, 
most of the ducks will hit the land, 
and those that hit the water can be 
retrieved with a fishing pole and large 
treble hook. It works like a charm. 

BUDGET DUCKS
If you’re starting from scratch and want to simply kill ducks on a budget for 
meat, it can be done via jump shooting. It’s not too expensive if you take the 
right route. Check out my breakdown below and see the savings you’ll get by 
going this old-school route.

“The initial 20-gauge 
investment didn’t 
break the bank, 
but when I began 
researching modern 
duck calls and 
decoys, I freaked 
out.”

One, Two, Three
There’s nothing overly romantic about 

jumping ducks. You’re not going to get that feet 
down, wings cupped experience, and you’re 
not going to watch your breath turn white and 
dance in the beam of your headlamp while you 
arrange the perfect decoy spread. Rather, you 
and your hunting partner (I like to have at least 
one as more shots often means more duck 
breasts) are going to walk, waddle, hunker and 
crawl to get in position. Then, with a one, two, 
three count, you’ll rise up quickly with guns 
blazing. Don’t get me wrong, it’s an absolute 
ball, especially when you know a few ducks 
will spring off the water and the smell of spent 
gun powder will fill the air. 

The most important thing is to take your 
time and slip into those known (you scouted 
them, right?) duck areas without being seen. If 
possible, take a glimpse at the water, but only 
from a distance. However, if you can’t, don’t 
push your luck. I hunt a lot of creek and river 
bends and cattail-covered slews. If I can’t glass 
any of these areas, much like stalking a big 
mule deer buck that I can’t see after leaving 
my vantage point, I just trust they’re going 
to be there. Don’t cut corners. Approach each 
jumping spot meticulously and believe the 
birds are there. 

Once you work into position, quietly develop 
a quick plan. We’re after meat here, and we 
don’t want to be filling the same mallard drake 
with multiple 3-inch No. 2s. Decide who’s 
shooting the left side and who’s shooting the 
right. If there are more than two people, always 
assign appropriate shooting zones. The goal is 
for everyone to be bearing down—safely—on 
different ducks. 

The Colder, the Better
Aside from good scouting and good shooting, 

nothing will help you fill the freezer more 
than a good polar blast. When big water gets 
choked with ice, ducks abandon it and head for 
creeks, rivers and slews in droves. Keep your 
smartphone tuned to a weather app, and when 
a deep freeze is predicted, capitalize. MP
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MULE 
MATTERS
DO YOU KNOW WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A MULE?

By Clay Newcomb
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“A mule is a hybrid cross 
between a female horse and 

a male donkey.”

I’ve officially put both feet in the stirrups 
of the equine world. In the last year, 
I’ve purchased two mules. Both animals 

are very different and at different levels of 
training. The first is what is known as green 
broke, and the other is totally unstarted. 

I weeded through many options during the 
buying process. I had some prior experience 
riding horses, but I’ve never owned an equine, 
much less a mule. I didn’t know what to look 
for in a good mule, and I didn’t even know 
what made a mule “good” in the first place. 
There are no definitive mule-buying guides. 
This is knowledge that’s been replaced with 
information about buying used cars from 
Craigslist and laptops from Amazon. The 
learning curve is steep when buying a mule. 
It can be a major headache if you buy an 
animal that isn’t right for you. However, I 

navigated the process, and I’m now reaping 
the consequences of my acquisitions—good 
and bad.  

What Makes a Mule
The main idea to consider is why you would 

want a mule rather than a horse. A mule is a 
hybrid cross between a female horse and a male 
donkey. They are sterile, meaning a mule can’t 
produce offspring. The term “heterosis,” or “hybrid 
vigor,” describes exactly what happens in the 
making of a mule. In a mule, you get the best traits 
of two very different animals: horse and donkey. 

Charles Darwin summed up the benefits of 
a mule best, “The mule always appears to me 
a most surprising animal. That a hybrid should 
possess more reason, memory, obstinacy, social 
affection, powers of muscular endurance, and 
length of life, than either of its parents, seems 
to indicate that art has here outdone nature.”

Basic Mule Terminology
You’ll need to know basic terminology when 

buying a mule. First, a female mule is called 
a “molly,” and a male mule is called a “john.” 
Even though a john mule can’t successfully 
breed, he still has the desire to do so. Most 

The author’s son, Bear, 
stands next to his 4-year-
old mule, Ellie. Mules 
make great backcountry 
transportation when 
they’re fully trained. 
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You can typically buy an unstarted 

mule foal for less than $500. You might 

pay more for a well-bred, nice-looking 

foal. A mule’s beauty does affect its price. 

A green-broke mule will be anywhere 

from $500-1,500, depending on its 

looks, breeding, disposition and training 

development. A saddle-broke mule can 

be anywhere from $1,500-10,000. 

Most well-broke saddle mules will 

cost $2,000-3,500. This mule would’ve 

been ridden on trails for years, been in all 

kinds of situations, is able to be ridden 

on the road around cars, is easy to load 

in a trailer, and safe enough for a child to 

ride. Typically, a mule wouldn’t be this 

well trained until it was 8 to 10 years old 

or older. For a mule to be truly broke, it 

needs 300 miles of trail with a rider on 

its back. With this much exposure, it’s 

seen a lot of things, been spooked many 

times and has learned a lot.

I paid $700 for a lightly started, green-

broke dun molly mule. I’ve been riding 

her, and she’s coming along. However, 

she’s still spooky and has a bad habit of 

running when she’s scared. My second 

mule is a sorrel paint molly mule. She’s 

18 months old and is totally unstarted. 

I’ll be training this mule for the next year. 

I traded an older four-wheeler for this 

mule, which was equivalent to a $1,500 

trade. Why did I pay so much for an 

unstarted mule? I really liked the way the 

animal looked, and I specfically wanted 

one that I could train myself. Often, this is 

better than getting a mule that somebody 

has already messed up. 

john mules are gelded (castrated). Molly mules 
are usually slightly smaller and typically more 
affectionate and personable. John mules are 
usually bigger and stronger. 

People often use a mule’s color as a descriptor 
before the animal’s sex. For example, you might 
hear someone say, “I have a dun molly mule 
for sale.” “Dun” describes its tannish/brown 
coloration with a donkey-like stripe on the 
shoulder. Much like horses, mule color varieties 
can be diverse. Mule colors are sorrel (red), bay 
(reddish or brown), black, gray, white and dun 
(light brown or tan). There are also mules with 
multiple color variations, especially if the mare 
was a paint, Appaloosa or pinto.

Training terminology is best understood before 
buying a mule. An “unstarted mule” is just that, 
it hasn’t been trained at all. A “halter broke” 
mule has had a halter on it and will lead. Some 
mules have been halter broke and can be saddled 
but have never been ridden. A “green-broke” 
mule has been halter broke, had a saddle on it, 
and had a rider on it. It’s in the beginning stages 
of being safe to ride. A mule that can be safely 
ridden is often described as “saddle broke.”  

You’ll want to get an idea of how much the 
animal has been ridden. Has it been on trail 

The Financials

Author Clay Newcomb holds the lead of his unstarted mule, Izzy, purchased early in 2016. 
A sorrell molly paint mule, she’s only 18 months old. Mules can live more than 50 years. 
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To understand mules, it helps to know 

the strengths of both parents. The modern 

horse, in many ways, is a man-made 

animal. It’s been highly influenced by 

thousands of years of breeding programs. 

Horses are fast, large, strong, beautiful, 

intelligent, easy to train and comfortable 

to ride. The drawbacks of horses are 

that they can be too fast, not surefooted 

in rugged terrain, and have a greater 

tendency to hurt themselves in precarious 

situations. They’re often harder to keep 

healthy than a mule or donkey. They need 

more feed, and most must be shoed, 

which is a bimonthly expense.  

A donkey is smaller than a horse, 

extremely intelligent, strong for its size, 

and maintains a very even keel when under 

pressure. They’re extremely surefooted in 

rough terrain. They’re easy to keep healthy, 

and they can live off grass and brambles 

throughout their lives. Donkeys have very 

tight and small hooves that don’t require 

shoeing. The drawbacks of donkeys are 

they’re small, slow, uncomfortable to 

ride and can be obstinate. They aren’t 

considered elegant or beautiful by many.

By breeding a mare horse and a jack 

donkey, you get the positive attributes of 

both parents in a single animal. In some 

ways, you get even more. Mules come in all 

sizes: small, medium or very large. Much 

about the size of a mule depends on the 

size of the mare. Pound for pound, mules 

are the strongest equine animals. They’ve 

got greater endurance than both of their 

parents. Mules typically have hooves like a 

donkey, so their feet don’t need to be shoed. 

They’re extremely surefooted in rough 

terrain, and they’re much faster and more 

comfortable to ride than a donkey. It’s also 

easy to keep them healthy (you’ve probably 

heard the phrase, healthy as a mule). Mules 

can live longer than both of their parents, 

with lifespans as long as 50 years. Mules 

are extremely intelligent and known for their 

ability to preserve their own safety, which 

translates into safety for the rider. 

Understanding the Mule’s Parents

rides? Has it ever carried a pack? Is it skittish 
around certain things? You’ll also have to 
decide if you can trust the seller. Any good 
salesman knows that sometimes the truth 
doesn’t sell, but you’ve got to find a way to 
navigate through the fluff to get accurate 
information. I suggest not buying an animal, 
no matter how good it looks, if you don’t have 
a good feeling about the seller. I like to buy 
from people who aren’t afraid to tell me the 
animal’s faults, because every animal has 
them. Ask the seller outright, “What are the 
animal’s faults?” If they say it doesn’t have any, 
then I’d be suspicious. 

The height of equine animals is described 
in “hands,” where 1 hand equals 4 inches. 
Sometimes “hand(s)” is abbreviated as “hh” for 
“hand high.” Most mules are between 13 and 15 
hands tall. A 13-hand mule is a smaller animal, 
and one over 15 is tall. My mule is roughly 
13.5 hands. I don’t like a tall mule because I’m 
typically riding in timber and don’t want to 
duck limbs constantly. It’s also easier to get on 
and off a shorter mule. 

What to Look For
I’ve learned that you can’t always take 

the owner’s word at face value when buying 
a mule, because every owner has different 
standards. Some people aren’t great 
communicators. Some owners don’t know 
their mules as well as they think they do, and 

“Molly mules are 
usually slightly 
smaller and 
typically more 
affectionate and 
personable.”

(above) A good mule will stand still while you mount.  (opposite) Hybrid vigor makes 
the mule a unique animal. They are stronger, live longer and are more surefooted in 
rugged terrain than a horse.   
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Steering Options
Ask the seller if the animal “neck reins” or “plow reins.” Neck reining is the 

power steering of equine animals. While holding the reins in one hand, you move 

them in the direction you want to go. The rein touches its neck on the opposite 

side you want the animal to move, and it goes the correct direction. 

In plow reining, you pull the animal’s head in the direction you want it to go, and 

it applies pressure on the bit (in the animal’s mouth). Neck reining is generally 

considered better, but it isn’t a deal breaker. A plow-reining mule can be trained to 

neck rein. Most mules will only plow rein. 

Fun 
Fact
The green leaves on 

the trees and slick coat 

on this mule indicate 

that it’s summer. 

Mules put on a heavy 

winter coat in cold 

months; they shed 

the longer hair during 

the summer.

“Mules are extremely 
intelligent and known for their 

ability to preserve their 
own safety.”

unfortunately, some people are dishonest. 
For each mule that I bought, I initially asked 
the seller why they were selling the animal. 
Were they trying to get rid of a “problem 
mule”? People often develop a bad habit in an 
animal and then want to get rid of it, so it’s a 
possibility to consider.

The mule’s disposition is the most critical 
component to discern. Is the mule easy to 
catch, or does it run away when it knows you 
want to catch it? Does it let you touch it, or is it 
afraid of you? How does the animal react when 
you put a halter on it? Does it pull its head 
away or put up a fi ght? Mules are typically 
skittish around strangers, but you can get a 
general idea of how spooky it is by watching 
the owner interact with the animal. When 
buying a broke or green-broke mule, ask the 
seller not to saddle the animal until you arrive. 
That way, you can watch the animal as it’s 
saddled. Is it spooky, or does it stand still? Look 
for nuances in the way the seller acts around 
the animal. You’ll learn something. 
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What about looks? A mule’s beauty is in the eye 
of the beholder. Look at pictures online of mules 
to understand what a good one looks like. Tall 
ears; muscular build; good, tight feet; beautiful 
coloration and a handsome face are notable 
attributes. You’ll pay more for a flashy mule. 

What about age? Mules reach physical 
maturity after they’re 5 or 6 years old. Typically, 
a seasoned mule is over 10 years old. It’s not 
uncommon to see 15- to 20-year-old mules for 
sale. If the price is right, that’s not necessarily 
a bad purchase; however, that’s also a lot of 
years to potentially develop bad habits. When 
you buy an older mule, be sure you get the full 
story. You might even talk with the seller about 
buying it after a trial period.

Get a Good One
Mules are amazing animals that are very different 

from horses and donkeys. Humans have used them 
for thousands of years. If you train one correctly, or 
buy a good one, you won’t regret it; you’ll have safe 
backcountry transportation for decades. MP

(above) Tall ears are often the easiest way to distinguish a mule from a horse. (below) If 
you’ve got safe and proven animals, mules are great way to get children involved in 
outdoor activities. However, most mules won’t be kid-friendly until they are more than 
10 years old.  
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OLD-FASHIONED 
LYE SOAP
A SOFT-AND-GENTLE HOMEMADE STAPLE

By Kristi Cook
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“… old-fashioned lye soap is both gentle and 
nourishing to skin.”

Living the homesteading, DIY lifestyle 
constantly reminds me how homemade 
items trump commercial versions. One 

is homemade soap. Made with lye, fats, oils 
and water, old-fashioned lye soap is both 
gentle and nourishing to skin. Even better, the 
cold-process method of soap making is quite 
simple, and requires only several everyday 
ingredients. You just need to gather some basic 
equipment, hit the baking aisle, swing by the 
cleaning department, then head back home to 
make your fi rst batch of all-natural soap.

Equipment
Soap making, like any other venture, can 

be simple or complex. For the fi rst several 
batches, however, I recommend keeping 
things simple, gradually acquiring skills and 
equipment as needed. Except for the scale 
and stick blender, don’t invest heavily in 
equipment, because many of these items can 
be purchased inexpensively at garage sales or 
thrift shops. Don’t use your good kitchen stash 
either, because items used for soap making 
should be dedicated to soap making only and 
never reused for food production.

You’ll need these items to get started:
•   Safety goggles (Yes, really. Caustic lye is   
 painful and damaging if it gets in the eyes.)
•   Old clothes that can handle stains or lye   
 burns
•   Latex gloves 
•   Workspace covering (newspapers,   
 fl attened paper bags or a plastic table   
 cover)
•   Kitchen scale measuring in ounces,   
 pounds and/or grams
•   Heavy-duty 1-gallon pitcher with pour spout
•   Smaller plastic/glass containers (pour   
 spout optional)
•   Large stainless-steel or enameled stock pot
•   Rubber spatula
•   Stick blender (optional, but really speeds up   
 the process and ensures lye/oils mix properly)
•   Heavy-duty, long-handled mixing spoon (if   
 foregoing stick blender)
•   Digital thermometer
•   Old blanket or towels to insulate mold
•   Paper towels/old rags for cleanup
•   Freezer paper or trash bags to line mold
•   Vinegar
•   Soap mold 

Safety 
First
Lye is highly caustic 

and must be handled 

carefully. Store out 

of reach of children. 

On soap-making day, 

ensure children and 

pets are out of the 

working area. Also, 

provide plenty of 

ventilation by using 

fans and windows. 

Never place your 

head over the lye 

solution, because 

breathing the fumes 

can cause respiratory 

distress. Dial 911 

immediately if you 

experience breathing 

di�  culties. Should 

lye contact your skin, 

apply vinegar and/or 

copious amounts of 

water to neutralize 

the burning. The 

good news about 

lye soap is that 

once saponifi cation 

is complete, no 

lye remains in the 

fi nished product, 

provided the soap 

was created and 

cured properly.
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Ingredients
To make soap, you need three things: lye, 

water and oils/fats. While the science is 
geekishly interesting and something you’ll 
likely wish to research, we’re doing simple, 
so I’ll stick to the basics. Fats and oils are 
combined with a lye-water solution, which, 
in turn, saponifies (turns into soap). Each 
fat or oil contributes certain characteristics. 
Some, such as lard and palm oil, contribute 
hardness, while castor oil produces a creamy 
lather. Others, like coconut, perform double 
duty, creating a hard bar, but also producing 
good suds. Oils such as olive and sunflower 
are selected primarily for their moisturizing 
qualities. All of these fats and oils (except 
castor oil) are the same ones located in the 
baking section of most grocery stores.

Lye and distilled water, on the other 
hand, do nothing more than turn all of 
those fats and oils into soap. To saponify 
ingredients into a solid, be sure to select 
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and not potassium 
hydroxide (KOH), which is intended for liquid-
soap production. Most hardware and several 
big box stores carry lye (Not Drano!) in the 
cleaning aisle.

While not necessary, you can include 
essential or fragrance oils in your recipe. 
Essential oils (EOs) are collected from 
various plants, while fragrance oils (FOs) 
are man-made concoctions. Many suppliers, 
particularly of FOs, will provide guidelines on 
how much to include in various-sized recipes. 
These are all fun to experiment with and will 
spice up the soap-making journey.

Soap-Making Fun
When taking that first step towards soap 

making, be warned: Once you experience 
the goodness of all-natural soaps, you’ll be 
addicted, begrudging every bathing or hand 
washing you must endure with “the store-
bought stuff.” You’ll discover new ways to 
make your own creations, too. MP

“… once you experience the 
goodness of all-natural soaps, 
you’ll be addicted …”
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Soap Molds
You can order readymade molds 
of any size, shape and cost online. 
However, shoe boxes, cake/loaf 
pans or any other container with 
rigid sides will work. Do the math 
to determine if a potential mold will 
accommodate a given recipe. If you 
see that the recipe is too large or small 
for your mold, recalculate the recipe to 
fi t the mold. Don’t rush to buy or build a 
new mold just to fi t a recipe.

Here’s an example using a mold with the 
inside dimensions of 10x4 x4 inches using 
the recipe included in the sidebar, “Baking 
Aisle Soap,” on page 52.

STEP 1: Plug the mold’s dimensions into 
this formula:

Mold Length x Mold Width x Soap Bar Height 
x .40 = ounces of oils the mold can hold

Example: 10 x 4 x 3 inches x .40 = 48 ounces of 
total oil weight  

STEP 2: Compute the recipe’s oils’ 
combined weight in ounces. 

Example: 13.57 + 22.29 + 13.57 = 49.43

Based on these two steps, my mold’s capacity 
is quite close to the recipe, so I can use the 
recipe as is. However, it’s unlikely that your 
mold will match my dimensions, so let’s 
assume your measurements and the recipe 
don’t match up. 

STEP 3: Calculate the percentage of each 
oil in the recipe:

Coconut oil: 27.45%
Olive oil: 45.10%
Palm oil/lard: 27.45%

STEP 4: Go to a lye calculator, such 
as the one at brambleberry.com or 
summerbeemeadow.com, and insert the 
recipe’s ingredients as listed. 

STEP 5: Look to the bottom of either side 
and locate the button for resizing your recipe. 
One allows you to simply change the total 
oil weight to your mold’s capacity, while the 
other has you input your mold’s dimensions. 
Both will compute the new recipe accurately, 
although you may see a variance in the 
amount of lye/water suggested. If the oil 
percentages for the new recipe are the same 
as the original, you know you computed 
correctly and can proceed with the newly 
converted recipe using your selected mold. 

[SOAP]

Molds come in all shapes and sizes and are easy 
to make yourself. However, any container with 

rigid sides that can be lined with freezer paper or 
heavy-duty plastic will work just as well. 

PHOTO BY KRISTI COOK
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INGREDIENTS

7.02 oz. Lye

16.39 oz. Distilled water 

13.57 oz. Coconut oil (76 degree) 

13.57 oz. Lard or palm oil 

22.29 oz. Olive oil 

NOTE: Use weighted measurements only for oils, lye and 

water.

DIRECTIONS

1   Cover workspace with paper or plastic to protect   
 counters. Gather all equipment and ingredients. Line  
 mold with freezer paper or trash bag.

2   Measure additives such as EOs/FOs, oatmeal, honey,  
 etc. and set aside.

3   Put on gloves and goggles.

4   Place container on scale and press “tare.” Measure 
 distilled water. Remove from scale and pour into   
 gallon pitcher.

5   Place dry container on scale and press tare. Carefully  
 measure lye. Remove from scale and slowly add   
 to water in gallon pitcher while carefully stirring. I   
 do this near a window with a fan blowing to my back  
 to push the fumes outside. The lye solution will reach  
 approximately 200°F. Set bowl aside—out of reach  
 of children or pets—to cool to 90-105°F. 

6   In a separate bowl, measure each liquid oil. Set aside.

7   Measure each solid fat and add to stockpot. Over   
 medium heat, melt solids. Once melted, add liquid   
 oils. Stir to incorporate. Remove oils from heat. 
 Allow to cool to 90-105°F. Once oils and lye solution  
 are both in the same temperature range, put on   
 gloves and goggles again (if you’ve removed them).

8   Slowly drizzle lye solution into oils, carefully stirring   
 with a heavy-duty spatula until all lye solution has  
 been mixed with the oils. If using a stick blender,   

 gently set blender into oils and give short bursts 
 throughout the pan until the solution begins to  
 thicken. If hand-stirring, begin with short, gentle   
 strokes to keep the solution moving, increasing   
 speed and force as the solution thickens. Scrape   
 sides of pot periodically to incorporate all oils and 
 lye together.

9   Eventually, the solution will “trace,” resembling  
 a thin  pudding. To check for trace, take your spatula  
 or stick blender and drizzle a small amount of
 liquid across the top of the solution. If the drizzle
 immediately settles back into the pot, you haven’t
 reached trace. Continue stirring or blending. If,  
 however, the drizzle leaves a faint trace of the  
 pattern you made before sinking back into the
 solution,  you have reached trace.

J   Once you reach trace, add nutrients. Add herbals   
 fi rst, then EOs/FOs, stirring between each addition.

K  Quickly and carefully pour solution into mold. Wrap  
 mold with an old blanket or towels and allow to rest  
 24 hours. After 24 hours, remove covers and check
 soap  hardness. If soap feels hard enough to release  
 from the mold, do so. Otherwise, allow to harden   
 another 24 hours  or longer uncovered.

L   Once soap is removed, slice into bars and place in a  
 well-ventilated location to cure for three to four   
 weeks, which allows the saponifi cation process to   
 complete. Don’t be tempted to use bars early,  
 as lye will still be present and can cause irritation.    
 Once curing is complete, take a bath and enjoy!

VARIATION 1: 
Oatmeal & Honey
¼ cup oatmeal, fi nely ground
1 tablespoon warm honey

VARIATION 2: 
Lavender
¼ cup lavender fl owers 
            
VARIATION 3: 
Patchouli Musk
1-3 teaspoon(s) patchouli EO

 

Baking Aisle Soap

a b

a.  Measure each solid fat and 
add to stockpot. Over medium 
heat, melt solids. Once 
melted, add liquid oils. Stir to 
incorporate. Remove oils from 
heat. Allow to cool to 90-105°F. 
Once oils and lye solution are 
both in the same temperature 
range, put on gloves and 
goggles.  

b.  Slowly drizzle lye solution 
into oils, carefully stirring with 
a heavy-duty spatula or stick 
blender until all lye solution 
has been mixed with the oils. 

c.  Eventually, the solution 
will “trace,” resembling a thin 
pudding. To check for trace, 
use your spatula or stick 
blender to drizzle liquid across 
the top of the solution. If the 
drizzle leaves a faint trace of 
the pattern you made before 
sinking back into the solution, 
you have reached trace. If not, 
resume blending. 

d.  Quickly, but carefully, pour 
solution into mold. Wrap 
mold with an old blanket or 
towels and let rest 24 hours. 
After 24 hours, remove covers 
and check soap hardness. If 
soap feels hard enough to 
release from the mold, do so. 
Otherwise, allow to harden 
another 24 hours or longer 
uncovered. 

e.  Cover mold with lid and 
surround with towels or old 
blankets. 

f.  Once hardened, remove soap 
from mold. Allow to stand 
another 24 hours as needed to 
harden enough to cut into bars. 

g.  Once soap is removed from 
mold, slice into desired bars 
and place in a well-ventilated 
location to cure for three to 
four weeks to complete the 
saponifi cation process. Don’t 
use bars early, as lye will still be 
present and can cause irritation. 
Once curing is complete, take a 
bath and enjoy!
 
PHOTOS BY KRISTI COOK
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FOREST 
DELICACIES

Reap a heap of 
mushrooms with 

these 7 tips
By Jason Herbert

I’ll never forget the moment when all of the 
stars aligned: good weather, a dead apple 
tree, a south-facing slope, the day before 

Mother’s Day—and there it was. Peeking up 
through the dead leaves below me was the fi rst 
morel mushroom I’d found on purpose, and I 
beamed with pride. Since that signifi cant day, 
I’ve become a hopeless, morel-mushroom-
hunting addict. 

I’m by no means a mycologist, but I’ve learned 
a few things along the way and seem to have 
consistent luck hunting mushrooms. I don’t 
know what I enjoy more, eating the delicious 
morels after a long day of looking, or spending 
time in the woods with my family and friends. 
Regardless, here are some steadfast rules that I 
stick to when hunting mushrooms. 
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  TIP #1 – PEG PROSPECTIVE LOCATIONS

First and foremost, to hunt mushrooms, 
you need a place to go. In my home state of 
Michigan, we’re blessed with all sorts of public 
lands. In fact, mushroom hunting on public 
lands is such a big deal here that the state has 
released in-depth information to help people 
find areas to hunt. 

Mushrooms thrive on decaying root material 
and love post-burn areas. Recently, Michigan 
even released an interactive map guide 
showing all of the controlled-burn areas on our 
public lands, complete with driving directions 
and suggested parking spots. These locations 
are busy, so I tend to look elsewhere. 

I try to find areas others overlook, like 
that tiny patch behind the cemetery, or the 
clump of old elms out behind the new strip-
mall. Many landowners will allow mushroom 
hunting if you simply ask. In some cases, they 
appreciate it if I share what I find. In others, 
the landowners want nothing to do with them. 
In fact, on my best mushroom-hunting farm, 
the owners can’t stand mushrooms and love 
that my family and I enjoy searching for them. 

I make sure I have plenty of places lined up 
in advance, because I always end up losing one 
from time to time. Also, certain places don’t 

do well during some years, while others are 
phenomenal. My goal is to find at least two 
new, productive spots each spring. I even find 
myself scouting mushroom spots throughout 
the year, much like I treat my obsession with 
deer and turkey hunting. 

  TIP #2 – PACK THE RIGHT GEAR

Certain gear is essential for mushroom 
hunting, and other things are just nice to 
have. As far as essentials, I never leave home 
without long pants and knee boots. You’d be 
amazed by the some of the rugged places I’ve 
gone to find mushrooms. It’s a guarantee that 
I’ll come in contact with poison ivy at least 
once each spring, with my personal record 
being three cases from April through June. Part 
of that was from turkey season, too, but still, 
I’m not afraid to get my hands dirty. 

Bug spray is also important. Inevitably, I 
always pick up a few ticks while mushroom 
hunting, and depending on the time of year, 
mosquitoes can be pesky, too. I now tick-treat 
my clothes and boots and saturate myself in 
mosquito spray before each outing. 

Long sleeves are useful, too, but not always 
essential. A mushroom hunter also needs a 
good knife and a bag to hold their collection. I 

Black morels are some 
of the most expensive 
mushrooms to purchase, 
but if you forage your 
own, you can enjoy their 
delicate flavor without 
breaking the bank and 
spend a day out in the 
woods to boot. P
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like my tiny, spring-assist knife because I can 
hold a bag in one hand and cut a mushroom 
with the other. As for bags, we just use mesh 
onion or orange sacks. 

I often take a GPS reading when I’m 
hunting, marking the good locations for 
future reference. This is handy when hunting 
giant chunks of unfamiliar public land. 
That way, I can walk right to each spot the 
following year. It’s also wise to carry a fake 
mushroom, like a carved replica or mushroom 
keychain, for instance. It can help your eyes 
acclimate to what you’re looking for. I don’t 
know how many times I’ve had my lucky 
wooden mushroom in my pocket, glanced 
at it, and found a real mushroom soon after. 
Some people may want to enhance their 
experience by bringing along reading glasses 
to help them see better. I bring snacks and 
water, too, just in case. 

  TIP #3 – WATCH THE FORECAST

To be successful, you must understand 
how dependent mushrooms are on good 
weather. The first mushrooms to show each 
spring are the black morels. I live in southern 
Michigan, and in my region of the country, we 
begin looking for black morels in late April 

“Peeking up through the dead 
leaves below me was the first 
morel mushroom I’d found  
on purpose, and I beamed 
with pride.”

or early May. The mushrooms need several 
straight days of above-freezing temperatures. 
Ideally, a couple of days with some rain and 
50°F nighttime temperatures will get things 
going. Mushrooms will pop only when the 
soil temperature is right. Good indicators of 
proper soil temperature are dandelions. As 
pesky as they are, they can be a mushroom 
hunter’s best friend. When the dandelions are 
blooming, get ready. When they start going to 
seed, start looking for mushrooms.

  TIP #4 – LOOK NEAR DYING TREES

I always begin looking for mushrooms 
near dying trees such as ash, elm, apple and 
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Cooking and 
Preserving

When we return 
home with fresh 
mushrooms, my 
wife immediately 
washes them and 
plans a dinner 
around the tasty 
treats. If we have 
too many and 
can’t eat them all 
in one meal, we 
keep them dry in 
the refrigerator to 
eat the following 
day, or we share 
with friends and 
neighbors. 

We found so 
many mushrooms 
last spring that 
we experimented 
with how best to 
preserve them 
for the winter. 
My favorite way 
is to slice the 
mushrooms 
lengthwise, wash 
them, and then 
dry them in a food 
dehydrator. They 
shrivel up to pretty 
much nothing, and 
easily store in a 
Mason jar with a 
screw-on plastic lid. 
I’ve also vacuumed-
sealed them fresh 
as well as dried, and 
I have yet to meet 
a morel I don’t like. 
Like I said, it’s not 
often that we have 
too many, but when 
we’re blessed with 
a bountiful harvest, 
I like to save some 
for winter.

(above) Here’s a tiny white pushing as hard as it can against 
a dead leaf. If a spot looks good, but no mushrooms are 
found, don’t be afraid to rake the leaves back to reveal 
what’s beneath. 

(opposite, top) This is a mix of gray, white and half free 
morels. Be careful when eating wild mushrooms. In this 
case, the half frees resemble a poisonous variety.

(opposite, below) This is a perfect example of an early spring 
black morel. Although smaller than the others, black 
morels have a very distinct and delicious fl avor. 

generally any soft-wood varieties. Ash is 
considered a hardwood, but there isn’t much 
of it left around the Great Lakes region, thanks 
to our enemy, the emerald ash borer. If a tree 
is too dead—bark falling off while it’s still 
standing—it might be past its mushroom-
hunting prime, but it doesn’t hurt to look 
nearby anyway. 

My best advice is to fi nd dying trees that 
haven’t quite shed their bark. Start by looking on 
the southern edge of these trees because that’s 
where the soil will be the warmest from the 
most direct sunlight. Too much heat isn’t good 
for mushrooms, either, so later in the season, 
always make a complete circle around the tree, 
and don’t neglect the little nooks and crannies. 

for winter.
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“I often take a 
GPS reading … 
marking the good 
locations for future 
reference.”

For instance, areas under logs might grow 
some giant mushrooms where they can remain 
moist, yet maintain a proper soil temperature. 
Generally, black morels show up fi rst, followed by 
the half frees, then the grays, followed by yellows 
or whites, and lastly the jumbos. Black morels 
tend to grow rather sporadically, whereas the 
others frequently grow in clumps. (Note: Many 
people don’t even fi nd black morels because they 
start looking too late in the season.)

  TIP #5 – FIND ONE, FIND THEM ALL

When the fi rst mushroom is located, 
everyone gathers around to thoroughly 
examine it. The fi rst one is often the most 

[MUSHROOMS]

marking the good 
locations for future 

For instance, areas under logs might grow 
some giant mushrooms where they can remain 
moist, yet maintain a proper soil temperature. 
Generally, black morels show up fi rst, followed by 
the half frees, then the grays, followed by yellows 
or whites, and lastly the jumbos. Black morels 
tend to grow rather sporadically, whereas the 

Note: Many 
people don’t even fi nd black morels because they 
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examine it. The fi rst one is often the most 
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(right) Here’s a clump of 
white morels that grew 
from a stem cut a few 
days prior. When handled 
properly, many assert 
that cut stems of the 
underground organism 
will continue to produce 
new mushrooms. 

(below) During a recent 
outing, the author and 
his father stumbled upon 
a whole patch of jumbos. 
So many were found that 
the Herberts had to use 
a grain bag to harvest 
them. A few days past 
prime, these mushrooms 
were perfect for the  
food dehydrator. 

(opposite) This is a beautiful 
maitake or hen of the 
woods fall mushroom. 
Look closely and you’ll see 
another older one (left) 
that is dried up. Hens are 
becoming more popular 
each year as people 
realize how delicious and 
prevalent they are near 
dead oak trees. 
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[MUSHROOMS]

follow behind my vehicle during mushroom 
season. I’ll show them, though, since this year 
I’m driving my son’s truck. 

Keep in mind that just because someone has 
already hunted a spot, or other people are there 
at the same time, it doesn’t mean they’ve found 
everything. At that same, now-crowded, public 
place I just mentioned, I backtracked a trail that 
two guys had just fi nished hunting and found 
35 mushrooms in half an hour. I know those two 
guys found some, too, because I watched them 
leave with a bagful. But, from my new angle, 
many more were visible that they missed. 

Reap a Heap
That’s my plan: I wait until the 

conditions are perfect and hit the 
woods. Get out with your family 
and friends this spring, fi nd some 
mushrooms and create memories. 
Research shows that when adults 
refl ect on their childhood, they don’t 
remember playing video games or 
watching TV. They remember vacations 
and being outdoors. When you do fi nd 
some mushrooms, be sure to keep it 
on the down low. Good luck 
mushroom hunting. MP

place I just mentioned, I backtracked a trail that 
two guys had just fi nished hunting and found 
35 mushrooms in half an hour. I know those two 
guys found some, too, because I watched them 
leave with a bagful. But, from my new angle, 
many more were visible that they missed. 

watching TV. They remember vacations 
and being outdoors. When you do fi nd 

Maitake 
or Hen 
of the 
Woods
Another mushroom I 

love is the maitake or hen 

of the woods. The last 

few years, right around 

September or October, 

we’ve been fi nding hens 

in our yard at the base of 

a dying oak tree. From a 

distance, they look like a 

big, fat hen chicken with 

all sorts of lobes growing 

in rows. The nice thing 

about hens is that many 

people don’t appreciate 

them—yet. 

I’ve seen hens that 

grow to almost 15 

pounds, and they taste 

amazing. My favorite 

thing to do with hens 

is clean, season and 

dehydrate them into a 

mushroom jerky. My wife 

loves to clean them and 

freeze them, using them 

all winter in soups 

and pastas. 
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diffi cult to fi nd, but once it’s seen, our eyes 
acclimate, and the rest seem to pop up out 
of nowhere. 

  TIP #6 – HARVEST THEM CAREFULLY

We cut or pinch the mushrooms, careful not 
to bring any more dirt into our collection sacks 
than we must. I’ve heard if the mushroom is 
cut delicately enough, the organism below the 
soil may produce another mushroom. 

Each person gets their own mesh onion sack 
to collect their mushrooms, which allows any 
leftover spores to fall out onto the ground. The 
mesh bag also lets the mushrooms breathe. 

  TIP #7 – KEEP A LOW PROFILE

It’s one thing to mushroom hunt with 
friends and family. It’s another to hunt the 
same property as others. In a competitive 
situation, be smart. Don’t let others see where 
you park. Carry your haul out secretly, under 
your shirt or in a backpack. Don’t share on 
social media. I learned this the hard way a few 
years back. I found a sweet spot on some pubic 
land, and bragged about my fi nd on Facebook. 
Not long after, and in the years since, this spot 
is no longer a secret. I’ve literally had people 
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SPYDERCO
SAGE 5 COMPRESSION LOCK

OVERALL LENGTH: 7.17 inches

BLADE LENGTH: 3.0 inches

BLADE MATERIAL: CPM S30V

BLADE THICKNESS: 0.118 inch

HANDLE MATERIAL: Carbon-fiber G-10 laminate

WEIGHT: 3.1 ounces

MSRP: $219

spyderco.com

ZERO TOLERANCE
0450CF

OVERALL LENGTH: 7.4 inches

BLADE LENGTH: 3.25 inches

BLADE MATERIAL: S35VN

BLADE THICKNESS: 0.12 inches

HANDLE MATERIAL: Carbon-fiber front, 

titanium back

WEIGHT: 2.7 ounces

MSRP: $225

zt.kaiusaltd.com

TOPS KNIVES
TAC-RAZE

OVERALL LENGTH: 7.63 inches

BLADE LENGTH: 3.25 inches

BLADE MATERIAL: 1095 RC

BLADE THICKNESS: 0.13 inch

HANDLE MATERIAL: Black G10

WEIGHT: 2.7 ounces 

MSRP: $130

topsknives.com

ONTARIO KNIFE COMPANY
DOZIER ARROW BP

OVERALL LENGTH: 8.20 inches

BLADE LENGTH: 3.60 inches

BLADE MATERIAL: D2 steel

BLADE THICKNESS: 0.11 inch

HANDLE MATERIAL: G10

WEIGHT: 2.88 ounces

MSRP: $81

ontarioknife.com

FOLDING KNIVES

CUT, CHOP, CARVE, SLICE AND SHAVE 
Knives are important tools we use almost daily for various tasks. Choosing the correct knife for the job is 

important. If you’re looking for an everyday carrying knife to handle planned and unplanned tasks (maybe 
even mushroom harvesting), a folding design is often most suitable. For larger jobs, including skinning game 
and boning meat or cutting down saplings in a pinch, a beefier fixed-blade knife is a better choice. If you’re in 
the market for new cutlery designed for various outdoor applications, following is a selection of outstanding 
knives that simplify tough chores.

KNIFE 
BUYER’S 

GUIDE
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[BUYER’S GUIDE]

BROWNING
IGNITE 

OVERALL LENGTH: 11.5 inches

BLADE LENGTH: 8.5 inches

BLADE THICKNESS: NA

BLADE MATERIAL: 7Cr

HANDLE MATERIAL: Injection molded

WEIGHT: 8 ounces

MSRP: $29

browning.com

KATZ KNIVES
ALLEY KAT 8008 KRATON

OVERALL LENGTH: 13 inches

BLADE LENGTH: 8 inches

BLADE THICKNESS: 0.25 inch

BLADE MATERIAL: XT70 stainless steel

HANDLE MATERIAL: Kraton

WEIGHT: 11 ounces

MSRP: $330

katzknives.com

BUCK KNIVES
SELKIRK

OVERALL LENGTH: 9.5 inches

BLADE MATERIAL: 420HC

BLADE LENGTH: 4.6 inches

BLADE THICKNESS: 0.135 inch

HANDLE MATERIAL: CNC contoured Micarta with 

steel bolsters

WEIGHT: 7.6 ounces

MSRP: $85

buckknives.com

BENCHMADE
JUNGLE BOLO

OVERALL LENGTH: 13.5 inches

BLADE LENGTH: 9 inches

BLADE THICKNESS: NA

BLADE MATERIAL: 1095 spring steel

HANDLE MATERIAL: Rubberized Santoprene

WEIGHT: 11.7 ounces

MSRP: $125

 benchmade.com

FIXED-BLADE KNIVES
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TOXIC 
TERRAIN

How to avoid Mother Nature’s deadly defenses
By Michael D’Angona
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Thought to be interchangeable by most, the 
terms “venomous” and “poisonous” have 
distinctly different meanings. A venomous 
animal delivers its toxins using specialized 
body features. The venom glands and fangs of 
a snake, or the pincers or stingers of insects, 
are two examples. In this case, eating a 
venomous snake’s meat (which, by the way, 
is very lean and full of protein) won’t cause 
you to get sick or suffer from any other toxic 
symptoms. A poisonous animal, on the other 
hand, is characterized by having deadly 
toxins flowing throughout its entire body. 
Eating its meat or even touching its outer 
surface can cause you to become violently 
sick or worse. 

Venomous snakes can be found throughout 
the world and aren’t always easy to spot. 
Like most other snakes, they often blend 
into their surroundings and attack when 
startled or disturbed. They can also appear 
in your campsite and nestle into your gear or 
sleeping bag. 

A direct strike from a venomous snake 
can have diverse affects upon a human 
depending upon the species. From pain at the 
bite site to nausea and vomiting to extreme 
symptoms such as numbness of the face and 

Nature is unquestionably beautiful. 
From luscious forests to flowing 
streams to abundant and diverse 

wildlife, the outdoors offers majestic and 
breathtaking vistas. However, underneath the 
seemingly endless facade of colors, scents 
and panoramic views lies a dark side. 

Nature doesn’t exist solely for humans’ 
pleasure. The natives found in any 
environment have a tri-part objective: to 
survive, thrive and replicate. To accomplish 
this, Mother Nature has endowed many of 
her denizens with the means to do so in 
the form of venom, poisons and other toxic 
substances. To the uneducated, these dangers 
are either well-hidden or totally unknown, 
which creates potential problems for hikers, 
hunters, anglers or any outdoorsperson. 

Dangers await unsuspecting victims, but 
there are ways to avoid them, and there are 
steps to take if you become afflicted by one of 
nature’s toxic elements.  

Native Residents
No matter what environment you choose 

to explore, the odds that you’ll encounter 
venomous or poisonous animals are better 
than average. But first, what’s the difference? 
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“Although there 
are thousands of 
spider species in 

North America, 
only about four 
are considered 

incredibly 
dangerous to 

humans …”

(left) Hornets and bees, in 
general, can administer 
toxins via a stinger at 
the ends of their bodies. 
However, for bees, their 
first attack will be their 
last, since using their 
stinger disembowels and 
kills them. 

(below) Fire ants inject 
venom into their victims 
by biting and breaking 
their skin with powerful 
mandibles. Excessive 
bites can cause pain, 
irritation, infection 
and, to people who are 
allergic, death. 

(opposite) Spiders inject 
their venom using their 
powerful mandibles. This 
brown recluse spider is 
found throughout North 
America and usually only 
bites if threatened. 

PHOTOS BY BIGSTOCK
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limbs and drop in blood pressure, snakebite 
must be tended to quickly. If not, severe, life-
changing results may occur. 

The cane toad, a poisonous amphibian 
found throughout North and South America, 
secretes milky venom through its skin. 
Anything that bites or touches it will 
succumb to its harmful toxins. Avoid brightly 
colored amphibians; their color usually 
indicates that they’re dangerous to touch, let 
alone eat, due to toxins found within their 
outer skin. 

Other animals dangerous to man include 
the platypus (found in Australia and 
neighboring regions) and the puffer fish 
(located in warm waters throughout the 
world). A puncture from a platypus’ spur 
causes excruciating pain, yet is rarely fatal, 
while the puffer fish has enough toxins to 
easily kill an adult human.

Creepy Crawlers
Insects, bugs, creepy crawlies, whatever 

you call them not only can be a nuisance, but 
also a hazard to your overall health. Although 
technically in different scientific categories, 
for the sake of keeping it simple and familiar 
to most people, insects, spiders, scorpions 
and centipedes will all be grouped together 
as “bugs.” 

Although there are thousands of spider 
species in North America, only about four are 
considered incredibly dangerous to humans, 
but even then, deaths are rare. The recluse 
and widow varieties are two spider groups 
that you should always avoid. The bite, or 
more specifically the venom, of a black 
widow is widely known to cause searing, 
intense pain. A black widow’s neurotoxin is 
up to 15 times greater than a rattlesnake’s, 
and attacks an unlucky victim’s nervous 
system, causing nausea, vomiting, headaches 

(top) Poisonous 
mushrooms can cause 
severe harm if ingested. 
Nausea, vomiting, 
diarrhea and abdominal 
cramps will take you out 
of action until the irritant 
is expelled. 

(right) Puffer fish, to put 
it lightly, are extremely 
poisonous, containing 
enough toxin to kill 30 
adult humans, and there is 
no known antidote. 

(opposite) Cane toads 
(named because they 
were used to eradicate 
pests from sugarcane 
fields) secrete a milky 
white toxin in their skin 
used to defend against 
predators. 

PHOTOS BY BIGSTOCK
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“Avoid brightly 
colored amphibians; 
their color usually 
indicates that 
they’re dangerous 
to touch, let alone 
eat ...”

and hypertension. The brown recluse, on 
the other hand, destroys tissue and causes 
cutaneous injuries. Both bites can be treated 
with antivenin to counteract the venom. 

When hunger strikes, bugs can be a source 
of protein (in fact, pound for pound, insects 
offer more protein than red meat). However, 
there are a few guidelines to follow to avoid a 
nasty reaction from eating the wrong type of 
bug. Hairy or brightly colored bugs should be 
ignored. Like amphibians, their colors warn 
that they shouldn’t be consumed. Eating such 
an organism may cause minor symptoms like 
nausea, vomiting and stomach cramps. 

Also, avoid ticks, moths, fl ies and 
mosquitoes. They may not directly affect 
you with toxins, but they might be carriers 
for many diseases that can take you out of 
the fi ght fast and sometimes permanently. 
Diseases such as malaria, yellow fever, Zika 
virus and encephalitis are a few mosquito-
transmitted diseases. Due to their size 
compared to humans, most poisonous 
insects do little harm if ingested, but if 
you’re alone in the wild, you don’t need 
added stress or irritating ailments slowing 
you down.  

Unforgiving Flora
Vegetation falls into two distinct 

categories when discussing toxins and 
how they affect the human body. The 
fi rst category is the danger of ingesting 
a poisonous plant, and the other is 
your body’s reaction to touching, 
holding or even brushing up 
against a poisonous plant’s 
stem, leaves or fl owers. 

Hunger can make 
people do things they 
normally wouldn’t, 
and vigorously eating plant 
material as if it’s a crisp salad 
may initially seem OK. While some forest 
greens are safe to consume, eating one or 
two poisonous varieties in your mix could 
be highly detrimental, causing various 
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TRY THESE LIFE-SAVING REMEDIES
No one is perfect. No matter how hard you try to avoid venomous snakes, walk 

around poisonous plants or brush away dangerous insects, your luck and experience 

may fail, and you’ll fall to the debilitating e� ects of Mother Nature’s poisons. But 

don’t say your goodbyes just yet; you can make it out of your seemingly impossible 

situation if you follow these long-practiced treatments.

1 PLANT INGESTION – You need to get the poison out of your system as quickly  

 as possible. Induce vomiting by tickling the back of your throat. This will remove 

most of the poison from your mouth and stomach. An alternative is to drink large 

amounts of purifi ed water to help dilute and fl ush out the poisons. Your body should 

then be able to handle the remaining portion, and you should feel better soon after. 

2 VENOMOUS SNAKEBITE – Don’t suck out the poison. This will likely spread it  

 to your mouth and face. Don’t cut the wound, ice it or apply a tourniquet. 

These techniques won’t help. Instead, try to remain calm, remove yourself from the 

immediate snake threat and sit down and relax to reduce chances of fainting. Then, 

remove all jewelry and tight clothes (venom will cause the a� ected area to swell). 

Your next stop will be to get help and antivenin. If you’re without a phone, walk briskly 

to fi nd the nearest phone or others who can help you get medical attention. 

3 TAINTED WATER – Sometimes the lure of a cool, running stream numbs your  

 common sense. If you fall victim to tainted water, and diarrhea and vomiting 

occur, you must drink clean water to prevent dehydration. Let your stomach settle 

and rest. Your body should then rid itself of the dangerous pathogens. Once settled, 

eat light foods until you’re able to keep down a regular diet. For more complex 

microorganisms and viruses, medical attention might be necessary to completely rid 

yourself of the bug.

4 DEFENSIVE PLANTS – If your skin burns or becomes itchy and red, odds are  

 you brushed up against a plant with extreme defense mechanisms. Rinse your 

skin with cool, soapy water within half an hour of contact, if possible, to help remove 

some of the toxic oils that touched your skin. Then, apply cortisone and/or calamine 

lotion to calm the stinging pain. Within the one to three weeks that the rash lasts, 

soak in an oatmeal-based product bath for  welcome relief. 

5 MUSHROOM TOXICITY – No home remedy can help reduce or nullify a   

 mushroom’s poison. The best treatment is to get medical attention as soon as 

possible to prevent the toxins from damaging vital organs. The sooner the treatment, 

the greater your chances of survival. 

About the Author: Michael D’Angona is a freelance writer, survivalist and self-defense 

instructor based in south Florida. With nearly 25 years of teaching experience, he has developed 

the aiki-survival system that features self-defense techniques specifi cally designed for use 

while under survival or emergency conditions. Michael teaches group and private classes, as 

well as full seminars throughout the country. Log on to aikisurvival.vpweb.com for more info.

and hypertension. The brown recluse, on 
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“While some forest greens are 
safe to consume, eating one 

or two poisonous varieties 
in your mix could be highly 

detrimental …”

dangerous symptoms including cramps, 
nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, headaches and 
hallucinations. More serious symptoms 
include depressed heartbeat and respiration, 
unconsciousness, coma and even death. 

Identifying such plants isn’t easy and 
requires much study and field experience. 
If you’re not 100% sure, don’t take chances! 
Additionally, when you spot wild mushrooms 
for a possible meal, keep walking. 
Mushrooms can be incredibly poisonous and 
are extremely difficult to identify, so unless 
you’re carrying a guide or are an expert, don’t 
eat wild mushrooms. 

As a form of self-defense, some plant 
contact can cause your skin to blush, itch 
unbearably and burn as if on fire. Poison ivy, 
poison oak and poison sumac are examples 
of these incredibly irritating toxic plants. 
Their oils, if not washed out of your clothes, 
can remain active for years, causing future 
outbreaks when you least expect them. The 
stinging nettle, commonly found throughout 
North America, uses tiny hypodermic-
needle-like hairs along its stem and leaves 
to transmit its chemicals into your skin, 
causing a very distinct and painful burning 
sensation. It’s very important to cover bare 
skin while trekking through thick vegetation. 
Even though you may be able to identify 
these toxic plants on their own, when they’re 
intertwined with vines, low-hanging tree 
branches or thick grasses, they become 
virtually invisible. 

 
Crystal Clear

Dehydration is a top concern for 
outdoorspeople. Carry your own water supply 
as your first line of defense when fighting 
thirst. However, your stock can never be 
limitless. Abnormally high temperatures, 
unexpected traveling companions or 
unforeseen accidents can cause your supply 
to dwindle quickly. When supplies run low, a 
human’s natural instinct is to turn to nature’s 
sources: lakes, rivers and streams. 

Crisp, fresh-looking running water 
should be thirst-quenching and safe to 
drink, correct? Wrong! Although you cannot 
physically see the harmful components 
in an outdoor water source, they are there 
and ready to transform your outing into a 
gastronomic nightmare. Microorganisms, 
viruses, fungi and bacteria all can be present 
in flowing water that looks safe to drink. 
Flowing doesn’t equal fresh. A dead animal 
carcass could be located just upstream, 
allowing decaying materials to flow into 
your waiting drinking bottle. Fecal matter 
from animals, unseen by you, could also be 
scattered nearby, contaminating the water 
and causing you to ingest harmful bacteria. 

Microorganisms can wreak havoc on your 
gastrointestinal system, causing diarrhea, 
vomiting, high fever and abdominal pain. 
Losing fluid will further dehydrate you, 

(above) Rhubarb is delicious if you only eat the stems. The large green leaves contain 
poison that could cause a burning sensation in your mouth, eye pain, nausea, stomach 
pain and vomiting; however, death is extremely rare.  (opposite, top) Brightly colored furry 
insects should be avoided at all costs. Their unique appearance is a warning sign that you 
and any other predators should stay away. (opposite, below) Walking through the woods can 
startle snakes resting in the sun. Exposed ankles are prime spots for toxic snakebites.    
PHOTOS BY BIGSTOCK
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creating a vicious cycle that, if left untreated, 
could cause full organ shutdown and 
ultimately death. From cholera and  
E. coli to cyclosporiasis and giardiasis to 
hepatitis A and poliomyelitis, the list of 
waterborne pathogens is long. 

The simplest way to avoid being affected 
by tainted water is to boil it. A rolling boil 
maintained for five minutes will kill harmful 
pathogens and allow you to sip safely. 
Filtering straws, purification tablets and 
ultraviolet light devices can be carried and 
used for water purification, too. Remember, 
only when you’re facing certain death from 
dehydration should you even consider 
drinking untreated water. All other times, 
purify it.

Know Some Basics
Not everyone who ventures into the 

backcountry is an expert on survival, edible 
plants or animal identification. The weekend 
warrior, the family out on a camping trip 
or schoolchildren on a field trip all can 
contact unseen toxins. But, with some basic 
knowledge of both your surroundings and 
some what-if scenario precautions, you can 
enjoy the outdoors less fearfully. MP
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STICK 
TO IT
CHOOSING THE RIGHT ADHESIVE 

FOR THE JOB AT HAND

By James E. House and Kathy A. House

We don’t often stop to consider how often we need to join 
together different pieces of material. Whether you’re building 
a piece of wood furniture, repairing a broken gardening tool or 

putting together a new flintlock rifle, it’s important to know the best way 
to make a join hold firm for the long haul. If the objects being joined 
are metals, then welding, soldering and nuts and bolts are effective. If 
the pieces being joined are wooden, then nails, screws and glues are 
standard binders. Sewing binds together fabric or leather. For most 
applications, though, we all reach for some sort of adhesive or glue.

When it comes to practical developments in modern chemical science, 
adhesives have received the lion’s share of improvements. If you go into 
a craft, hardware or building-supply store, you’ll see literally dozens of 
adhesives on display. There are specialty products designed for use with 
wood, fabric, china or glass. There are also two-part adhesives. Another 
adhesive that’s currently available is conductive and primarily is used to 
join electrical wires. If you need to join it, there’s an adhesive for the job. 
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“If you go into a craft, hardware or building-
supply store, you’ll see literally dozens of 
adhesives on display.”

The Generals
For general use with paper or wood, there 

are numerous glues available. Included 
in these are common white glues, rubber 
cement, etc. Many of these types of glues 
contain a solvent that evaporates and 
leaves the adhesive in place. Others contain 
compounds that form bonds to the objects 
being attached. Pressure-sensitive adhesives 
are used in applications that require an 
object such as a stamp to attach where it is 
placed. Glues that are applied hot are used in 
glue guns, and both the glues and applicators 

are available in stores that range 
from building suppliers to  

gas stations and 
department stores.

Popular glues in the 
general category include 
Elmer’s Glue-All, Devcon, 
LePage and many other 

brands. Some are designed 
especially for gluing plastics 

and have long been associated 
with building models.   

The Supers 
A family of glues often referred to as 

“super” glue have been popular for many 
years. Super Glue is a registered trademark 
of Super Glue Corporation, but there 
are numerous glues that have similar 
characteristics. Most contain a class of 
compounds known as cyanoacrylates, 
with methyl cyanoacrylate being the most 
common. The compounds have been known 
for many years, but their use as adhesives 
began about 50 years ago. Although Super 
Glue remains popular, numerous other brands 
are available.  

Super glues are available in liquid and 
gel forms, usually in tubes that allow a 
small amount to be squeezed out at the 
time of application. One of our favorites is 
the easy-to-use Loctite gel. It doesn’t run 
from the point of application, and it bonds 
strongly and quickly. One negative attribute 
of super glue is that if some ends up where 
it shouldn’t (like on fingers), it will not wash 
off. However, nail polish remover (acetone) 
effectively removes it.
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INGREDIENTS FOR 
HOMEMADE GLUE
•  ½ cup skim milk

•  2 tablespoons vinegar

•  2 teaspoons water

•  1 teaspoon baking soda

Super glues bond to most surfaces, 
which makes them a fi rst choice for many 
uses. The containers are small and easy to 
carry in a repair kit, toolbox or backpack. 
One disadvantage is that they deteriorate 
quickly (even in the containers), so it’s not 
uncommon to pick up a tube that was used 
some time ago, only to fi nd that nothing is 
left, or that it has become a small brick.

The Heavies
Sometimes an adhesive is needed that 

not only binds two objects together, but also 
permits an object to be reshaped. In such 
cases, the adhesives that consist of two 
components are the usual choice. Two-part 
epoxy-type glues consist of a resin and a 
hardener that are mixed immediately before 
use. A class of compounds known as epoxides 
constitute the resin, and the hardeners 
include compounds such as amines, alcohols, 
organic acids or phenols. When the two parts 
are mixed, a reaction occurs in which the 
epoxide compounds are linked to form a rigid 
polymer. This reaction is referred to as curing 
or crosslinking.

Because of the many different epoxy 
compounds and crosslinking agents, there is 
a wide range of epoxy glues. Some are quick-
setting, whereas others require considerable 
time for the curing process to complete. In 
some cases, additives such as glass fi bers or 
powdered metals are included to increase 
strength. The epoxy glues are versatile and 
are good choices when something really 
needs to be “welded” together without a 
welder. This is especially true of larger objects, 
and the result is a rigid piece so strong that 

some can even be machined or shaped. 
J-B Weld products are of this type. 

By choosing different ingredients, 
epoxy glues are available in a 
wide range of properties. Such 
adhesives are used in many 
industrial applications.

Make Your Own
There are times when a 

project must be completed, but 
a trip to the store is impractical. 

“… you can easily 
make a glue that 
works very well 
using only a few 
common kitchen 
items.”

1 

A versatile adhesive can be 
prepared using these common 
household items.

2 

The “curds,” which form the 
glue, are separated from the 
“whey” by fi ltering the mixture 
using a supported paper towel. 

3 

After separating the liquid, 
additional liquid is removed 
from the curds by squeezing 
them on a dry paper towel. 

4 

After adding 2 teaspoons of 
water to the curds, 1 teaspoon 
of baking soda is added to 
neutralize the vinegar.

J-B Weld products are of this type. 
By choosing different ingredients, 
epoxy glues are available in a 
wide range of properties. Such 
adhesives are used in many 

After adding 2 teaspoons of 
water to the curds, 1 teaspoon 
of baking soda is added to 
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In that case, you can easily make a glue that 
works very well using only a few common 
kitchen items. One such product is sometimes 
referred to as “milk glue” because one of its 
ingredients is skim milk, which contains 
casein (milk protein), a product used in many 
glues. This glue is a general-purpose adhesive 
that creates a very strong bond with porous 
surfaces such as wood, paper or cardboard. 

Not only does homemade glue work well, 
it’s easily made from water, vinegar, skim 
milk and baking soda. The process begins 
by combining ½ cup of skim milk with 
2 tablespoons of vinegar. The mixture is 
stirred for one minute, then allowed to set 
for two minutes. The solid curds that form 
are removed by placing a paper-towel-lined 
strainer over a bowl to allow the liquid to pass 
through. After the liquid has drained for about 
five minutes, the paper towel containing the 
solids is removed and squeezed to force out 
the remaining liquid. The solid is placed in a 
bowl, and 2 tablespoons of water are added 
and blended with a fork.  

After the lumps are broken up, 2 teaspoons 
of baking soda are slowly added, and the 
mixture is stirred until the foaming (caused 
by the reaction between vinegar and baking 
soda) stops and all lumps are broken up. At 
this point, the glue is a thick, white semi-
liquid. It should be stored in an airtight 
container, and it can be thinned by adding a 
small amount of water.  

Don’t be deceived by thinking that this 
sounds too simple to be good. This stuff 
works! Casein-based glues have been used 
for centuries in woodworking. We have even 
joined small flat sticks end to end with 
surprising strength in the bond. When applied 
to broader surfaces and clamped until dry, a 
very strong bond is obtained.

What to Glue
Adhesives offer many advantages over 

other joining methods. One is that you can 
glue objects such as wood, fabric or leather 
together where sewing isn’t feasible. When it 
comes to consumer adhesives, we never had 
it so good. MP

CHOOSE THE RIGHT 
ADHESIVE
Next time you need to join items, but aren’t sure which adhesive will produce 
the best results, ask these questions:

m  What type of material am I gluing?

m  Does the joint need to be weatherproof?

m  Does the glue need to resist solvents?

m  Does the joint need to withstand extreme temperatures?

m  Does the glue have an acceptable color?

“Two-part epoxy-
type glues consist 
of a resin and a 
hardener that are 
mixed immediately 
before use.”
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FLINTLOCK 
FASCINATION
A 12-YEAR-OLD LAD CREATES A HUNTING RIFLE 

FROM A BOX OF PARTS 
By Michael Pendley
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A few years ago, our youngest son, Nathaniel 
(aka Potroast), decided he wanted to put 
down his modern in-line muzzleloader 

and hunt with one of my caplock Hawken rifles. 
Then 10 years old, he was enamored of all 
things frontier, and he still is. That first hunt was 
successful, culminating in the one-shot kill of a 
young buck at 70 yards. Potroast was hooked on 
traditional muzzleloaders from that point on. 

A few weeks later while thumbing through 
a hunting catalog, he discovered a longrifle kit 
offered by Traditions. To make things even more 
challenging, he settled on the flintlock version 
instead of the slightly more modern caplock. 
He quickly moved the rifle kit to the top of his 
Christmas wish list.

Santa came through, and Christmas morning 
found a rifle kit under the tree. Then 11 years old, 
Potroast vowed to do most of the work himself. 
He did, only requiring my assistance with a 
couple of steps. 

He christened the rifle “Flint Eastwood,” and 
got to work turning a box of rifle parts into a 
working hunting rifle.

THE BUILD

STEP 1: The first step was unpacking the 
rifle and checking the parts. When we inspected 
the lock, we discovered that the frizzen spring 
was broken at the bend. After a quick call to 
Traditions’ customer-service department, a new 
spring was on its way. 

STEP 2: Once Potroast was familiar with the 
parts, he did a quick assembly, fitting the metal 
to the wood, and the barrel and lock into the 
stock. The lock kit was a little snug, so he used a 
carving chisel to open the side just a bit. Then, he 
used a sanding block to smooth it back out. When 
finished, the lock mechanism fit smoothly into 
the stock without sticking. 

STEP 3: While the metal parts were attached 
to the stock, the next step was to trace around 
the metal with a lead pencil to provide a 
reference point for shaping the slightly oversized 
wood to the metal. Potroast began with medium-
grit sanding blocks, sanding away the extra 
wood until the lines were close to the pencil 
lines he’d made around the metal fixtures. As 
the stock took shape, he gradually worked with 
increasingly finer sandpaper to leave the wood 
perfectly smooth. 

STEP 4: Once the stock was sanded to shape, 
Potroast rubbed it with a damp cloth to raise the 
grain. Then he sanded the raised grain smooth 
with fine 1,000-grit sandpaper. He repeated this 

“According to online sources, 
the flintlock was introduced 
early in the 17th century.”

The author’s son, Pot-
roast, rubs stain into the 
wood of the stock using a 
clean cloth. 
PHOTO BY MICHAEL PENDLEY

(C)
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step several times until the wooden stock was as 
smooth as glass. A final test assembly revealed 
any high spots where the wood and metal met. 
Once the stock was shaped to his satisfaction, it 
was on to finishing. 

STEP 5: Potroast decided he wanted the 
stock finish to be darker than the beech wood’s 
light natural color. Using a clean cloth, he rubbed 
the stock with several coats of walnut-colored 
wood stain, rubbing the wood with fine steel wool 
between coats. When the color was dark enough, 
he moved on to the finish.

STEP 6: Because he wanted maximum 
protection without a high-gloss finish, he 
applied a low-gloss tung oil. He rubbed in the 
first coats with 1,000-grit sandpaper. By using 
fine sandpaper to apply the oil, small particles 
of wood dust blended with the tung oil to fill 
pores in the wood. With stained wood, care 
must be taken to keep from sanding through 
the dark finish and exposing the light-colored 
wood underneath. A few applications with the 
sandpaper lightly filled any pores and provided 
a smooth finish. Additional coats of oil can be 
applied with a soft, clean cloth. Potroast applied a 
total of nine tung-oil coats to his rifle stock before 
he was satisfied with the look.

STEP 7: Next, he turned his attention to the 
raw metal barrel. While there are several ways to 
create a natural brown finish on raw metal, we 
chose Birchwood Casey Plum Brown. Rather than 

let the barrel rust naturally—a time-consuming 
and inconsistent process—Plum Brown works as 
an instant, controlled rust application. Because 
the process rusts the metal, the bore needed to 
be plugged to prevent any excess Plum Brown 
from entering the barrel and rusting the crown 
and rifling grooves.

To apply Plum Brown, the metal first needed 
to be heated thoroughly to about 275°F. We 
passed a propane torch evenly back and forth 
over the metal barrel (I helped with this step). 
Once the barrel was hot enough to instantly 
convert a drop of water to steam, Potroast 
wiped the Plum Brown back and forth over the 
hot metal with the applicator swab. A total of 
three heat and browning applications gave the 
barrel an even finish. 

To stop the rusting process, we used a thin 
paste of baking soda and water to neutralize 
the acid in the browning liquid. After the last 
browning application, we rinsed the barrel 
under cold water, applied the baking soda paste 
to all surfaces, and rinsed the metal again. For 
additional protection, we applied an oil bath to 
the metal by suspending it from an overhanging 
branch and wiping it with a heavy application of 
gun oil. After allowing the coated barrel to rest 
for 24 hours, we rubbed the oil into the metal and 
wiped the excess away. 

THE 
TIME-WORN 
FLINTLOCK
A flintlock rifle, 

unlike modern in-

line muzzleloaders, 

uses a flint-striking 

mechanism to ignite 

the powder charge 

and shoot the rifle. 

According to online 

sources, the flintlock 

was introduced early in 

the 17th century. Despite 

the fact that far more 

efficient and effective 

firearms now exist, 

hunters who want 

to preserve flintlock 

heritage still head 

afield with one each 

deer season.   

(left) Birchwood Casey’s Plum Brown browning solution is actually a controlled rusting 
process. A baking soda and water paste is applied to the barrel to stop the rusting process 
before it gets rinsed, dried and oiled for a final finish.  (right) The finished wood stock and 
fore-end are the result of meticulous staining and coating.   PHOTOS BY MICHAEL PENDLEY
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(left) The fl intlock rifl e is 
fi nished, assembled and 
ready for a trip to the 
range for test-fi ring.
 
(right) Potroast 
concentrates as he loads 
his new rifl e for its fi rst 
range session.  

(below) After fi nishing 
and assembling the rifl e 
himself, Potroast test-
fi res Flint Eastwood for 
the fi rst time.  

PHOTOS BY MICHAEL PENDLEY
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STEP 8: When the rifle was ready for final 
assembly, we measured the stock for the 
tenon pins. To drill holes for the tenon pins, 
we used a drill press to ensure they were 
straight and vertical. To protect the finish, we 
covered the areas to be drilled with masking 
tape before drilling. 

With the rifle assembled and the tenon pins 
installed, the gun was ready for the range. After 
much trial and error with flint position, the rifle 
sparked consistently. Potroast loaded his rifle for 
the first time with 50 grains of Goex FFFg black 
powder and a .490 round ball over a lubed patch. 

As Potroast pulled the trigger, smoke belched 
from the gun, and the bullet found its mark. 
In fact, the first two shots were bull’s-eyes. 
Lots of range time leading up to our early KY 
muzzleloading season had both Potroast and 
Flint Eastwood ready for the hunt.

The Hunt
Unfortunately, the weather was uncooperative 

over the two-day season. With high winds and 
temperatures hovering near triple digits, daytime 
deer movement was minimal. Despite hunting 
hard both days, no deer were seen. 

In Kentucky, we have both an early and late 
muzzleloader season. After taking a nice buck 
with a Remington 700 during the regular firearm 
season, Potroast was back in action with his 
flintlock rifle for the second go-round. 

A stark contrast to the warm earlier hunting 
session, the late-December season saw wind 
chills plunging to near 0°F. During the last 
few minutes of the third evening of hunting, 
a lone deer entered the food plot 30 yards in 
front of us. Potroast eased the hammer back 

on his rifle, centered the iron sights on the 
deer’s shoulder, and squeezed the trigger. The 
hammer fell … and nothing happened. The 
deer was alert, but not spooked.

Potroast eased the hammer back a second time 
and squeezed the trigger. This time, the spark 
was there, and smoke filled our ground blind as 
Flint Eastwood roared. The deer immediately 
kicked and bolted into the nearby timber. 

After a nervous half-hour wait, we took up the 
trail. The shot was true, and the round ball did 
its job. The deer went a total of 70 yards after the 
shot. After much celebrating, Potroast and his 
older brother, Hunter, dragged the deer to the 
field’s edge. 

Understanding the Ancient Skill
The hunt was a success for more reasons than 

just a harvested deer. At 12 years old, Potroast 
now understands a flintlock rifle’s complex 
workings in a way that picking one up off the 
shelf would never have taught him. MP

You’ll need a few things to assemble a flintlock rifle kit. For shaping the stock, 

sanding blocks and several grits of sandpaper ranging from 150 through 600 are 

handy. A wood file helps to quickly shape areas with excess wood. A set of straight 

and curved carving chisels is handy for any additional inletting needed to make the 

action fit easily in place.

To finish the wood, stain, tung oil, steel wool and fine-grit sandpaper ranging 

from 600 to 1,000 grit are essential. A stack of clean rags to apply stain and oil 

are also needed. 

To finish the bare-metal barrel, a rust-browning solution like Birchwood Casey 

Plum Brown will supply an even, period-correct color. A propane torch, heat gun 

or large oven is necessary to heat the metal to 275°F. A solution of baking soda 

and water stirred into a thin paste and a bottle of gun oil finish the process.

To seat the tenon pins, use a drill or drill press to create a pilot hole. A drill press 

is easier to control and will stay more precisely in line than a handheld drill. A 

rubber mallet helps to seat and remove the pins. 

Tools of the Trade

CONTACT

TRADITIONS 
FIREARMS

1375 Boston Post Road

P.O. Box 776

Old Saybrook, CT 

06475

(860) 388-4656

traditionsfirearms.com 

The first two shots at the range were dead on, proving 
a kit rifle can be plenty accurate for deer-hunting 
purposes.  

PHOTO BY MICHAEL PENDLEY
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ALCOHOL AND THE FOUNDING OF THE U.S.
By Dana Benner

THE 
BIRTH OF 
AMERICA
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One could say that America, as we know it, wouldn’t exist 
if it weren’t for alcohol. In fact, the very foundation of our 
American government and economy revolved around the 

consumption of alcoholic beverages. Alcohol is woven deeply 
into American culture, and it all started in the eastern colonies.

Alcohol Arrives
Some sources say that Christopher Columbus brought sherry 

on his voyages to the New World, possibly in addition to 
watered-down wine or beer for the ship’s crew. Ship manifests 
tell us that the Puritans (Pilgrims) carried more beer than water 
on the Mayflower in 1620. Numerous sources also report that the 
Puritans were dropped off at Plymouth because the Mayflower’s 
captain feared that the crew wouldn’t have enough beer to last 
the voyage back to England. It’s impossible to prove, but it makes 
for a great story.

Buffalo Trace Distillery is one of the oldest continuously operating distilleries in the country, and though it has changed 
names a few times throughout the years, a distillery has operated onsite since 1773. 
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even dandelions and goldenrods—basically 
anything that would ferment. Early settlers 
who ventured into what is now Vermont 
distilled wild honey into mead (honey wine). In 
fact, the need to make their own product was 
so important that many homes in colonial New 
England, and elsewhere, added small brew 
rooms to their living areas.

Brian Ferguson, master distiller at Flag Hill 
Distillery in Lee, New Hampshire, says that 
rye was the main crop on many rural New 
Hampshire farms. With plenty of excess rye, 
rye whiskey was a very popular distilled spirit 
made by local farmers. Homebrewing beer 
also became popular, as did making cider from 
apples and pears that were originally imported 
from Europe.  

     
Rum

The most important drink in New England 
was rum. In fact, it was the first commercially 
produced spirit in the New England colonies. 
Rum is distilled from byproducts of the sugar 
industry, particularly molasses. While the very 
best rum came from the Caribbean, it was 
expensive because of taxes levied by England, so 
the early colonists decided to make their own.  

 The first rum distillery in America was 
started in Boston in 1700. Turning cheap 
molasses into highly profitable rum was 

 So why was alcohol considered more 
important than water? One must remember 
where these travelers were coming from. Water 
in Europe wasn’t safe to drink due to pollution 
caused by poor sanitation practices. It was 
safer to drink alcohol. The early settlers in 
what is now the United States had no reason 
to believe things would be different in their 
new home. These immigrants didn’t realize it 
was the distilling process inherent to making 
alcohol that renders it safe to drink.  

     
A Widely Accepted Drink 

According to the folks at Colonial 
Williamsburg, most colonists believed that 
alcohol was essential for medicinal purposes. 
Everyone drank alcohol. Craftsmen drank at 
work and farmers drank in the fields. A bucket 
of beer was a ubiquitous part of the workday. 
Even Harvard University had its own brewery. 
Due to its “health-related” properties, alcohol 
was believed to make people more productive.

Early on, most alcohol had to be imported 
from Europe, which meant it was expensive. In 
response, many people began producing their 
own. Farmers and those living in rural areas far 
from the major port cities, while often being 
cash poor, were commodity rich, primarily in 
produce. Backcountry people began making 
spirits from carrots, tomatoes, squash and 

(below) Barrels need to 
be emptied and cleaned 
before refilling.
PHOTO BY DANA BENNER 
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Kentucky Bourbon
     
While whiskey, in many forms, is made around the world, bourbon is 

uniquely American. A visit to Buff alo Trace Distillery in Frankfort, Kentucky, 
revealed what makes this whiskey so unique. Buff alo Trace is one of the 
oldest continuously operating distilleries in the country, and though it has 
changed names a few times throughout the years, a distillery has operated 
onsite since 1773. Even during Prohibition the distillery remained in operation 
producing whiskey for “medicinal purposes.”

What makes bourbon diff erent from other whiskeys? First, it’s the way 
it’s made. Simply put, a mash made primarily from corn is fermented, then 
distilled and stored in charred, white oak barrels. From there, it’s aged for 
at least two years. The charring gives bourbon its distinct color, and the oak 

gives it its fl avor. The longer it ages, the higher its quality.  
Where it’s made is the second factor. About 90% of 

all bourbon is made in Kentucky, while the remainder is 
made in other locations throughout the United States. To 
be called “bourbon,” it must be made in the United States, 
and to be called “Kentucky bourbon,” it can only be made 
in Kentucky.

Shortly after the American Revolution, the area where 
bourbon is made was named Bourbon County after the French Royal family, 
honoring the French involvement in the struggle against England. To this day, 
most bourbon distilleries are located in Bourbon County, Kentucky.

appealing, and soon other distilleries started 
appearing throughout New England. New 
England distilleries were producing rum in 
such quantities that it soon became a major 
trading commodity, which angered English 
offi cials because they were unable to collect 
taxes on this locally produced product. As the 
eve of the American Revolution drew nearer, 
the rum industry began to wane. This was 
due to the British controlling the trade, with 
molasses not only being highly taxed (Sugar 
Tax), but also in short supply. Rum prices 
soared, driving the colonists to a distilled 
substitute: whiskey.

     
Whiskey

Whiskey really came into its own during 
and after the American Revolution. Molasses 
was almost unobtainable, and Americans 
demanded alcohol—especially the military. 
Every soldier and sailor’s rations included 
either whiskey or rum. According to 
Ferguson, the arrival of the Scotch-Irish really 
popularized whiskey. Grain such as corn and 
rye were plentiful in places like Tennessee and 
Kentucky, and Scotch-Irish settled in these 
territories. It was only natural to 
distill surplus grain into whiskey as it was 
done in the old country. Whiskey fueled 
not only the eastern colonies, but later, the 
westward expansion. 

Though rye whiskey was distilled in New 
England before the American Revolution, war 
with Britain encouraged farmers in Maryland 
and Pennsylvania to turn surplus grain into 
whiskey. Whiskey became so popular that even 
George Washington began distilling at Mount 
Vernon.

Taverns as Political and Social Hubs
What about the political contributions? 

Politics in colonial America started in early inns 
and taverns. Most important political decisions 
were made over a mug of beer, rum or whiskey, 
and because of this, tavern owners enjoyed a 
very high social status, often even higher than 
the clergy. 

Because of their importance, taverns 
were located along busy highways and near 
churches and meeting houses. In fact, town 

“Alcohol is woven deeply into 
the American culture …”

(above) Many colonial homes had the ability to make their own spirits. Here, beer is being 
made the traditional way.  PHOTO COURTESY OF COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG   (below) Copper detail of brew-
ing equipment  PHOTO COURTESY OF THINKSTOCK
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Barrels are filled with 
bourbon. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF BUFFALO TRACE
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Flag Hill Distillery
     
The word “distillery” 

conjures thoughts of places 
like Kentucky, Tennessee or 
even Puerto Rico. It doesn’t 
make most people think 
of New Hampshire, but it 
should. The distillation of 
alcohol in New England 
dates back to colonial times, 
and Flag Hill Distillery carries 
on this historic tradition.

Flag Hill products differ 
from others in that it strives to 
use local products to produce 
its spirits. With apples being 
one of the top agricultural crops in the area, Flag Hill uses apples 
to make neutral apple spirits, which, in turn, act as the base for its 
vodka, gin and apple brandy. Flag Hill’s moonshine is made from 
locally grown corn and barley. Since sugar cane isn’t grown in New 
England, and never was, the molasses for the rum is imported. 

The spirits produced at Flag Hill are made onsite, from start to 
finish, beginning with the fermentation of the original ingredients. 
Aged spirits are stored in oak barrels, while clear spirits go through 
another filtering process and finishing. Finally, the spirits are bottled, 
capped and sealed on the premises.

Alcohol is part of the American social make-up, and it has been 
since the founding of our nation. Flag Hill Distillery strives to keep 
that history alive with its high-quality products.

meetings and even church services were held at taverns. 
Westward expansion called for taverns, which were 
often the first business establishments along the frontier. 
Taverns were social hubs wherever they were located. 
It was in taverns and inns where people could relax 
with their favorite beverage, read the newspaper, hold 
meetings and even plan the future of a new country.

Even before the American Revolution, taverns were 
popular places for political discussions, and often they 
were rallying points for local militia. The earliest protest 
to English rule was organized in a tavern. It was in the 
drinking establishment known as The Green Dragon 
where patriots such as Samuel Adams, fueled by liquid 
courage, launched the Boston Tea Party, and the Boston 
Massacre occurred in front of a Boston tavern. All of the 
signers of the Declaration of Independence were involved 
with alcohol in one form or another. Samuel Adams was 
the son of a tavern owner. Patrick Henry was a bartender. 
Thomas Jefferson is believed to have written the first 
draft of the Declaration of Independence in a tavern in 
Philadelphia, and John Hancock, the first signer  
of the Declaration of Independence, was an alcohol dealer.  

     
Then and Now

For various reasons, alcohol was a very important factor 
in building America. It was instrumental in the start of a 
revolution, and it helped fuel the birth of a new nation. 
Alcohol is a commodity that was, and still is, important to 
the American economy. MP

Sources:
•  Colonial Williamsburg
 History.org

•  Strawbery Banke
 Strawberybanke.org

•  Flag Hill Distillery
 Flaghill.com

• Buffalo Trace Distillery
 Buffalotrace.com
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BLACK BEAR 
BONANZA
LOOK NO FURTHER FOR ADVENTURE, 

EXCITEMENT AND CHALLENGE
By Clay Newcomb

There’s a bear,” I said to Devin Jewell, 
my outfitter, as he held a black 
umbrella in front of his body while 

we crept down the road. “It looks like a 
boar,” he whispered back. Shaping his 
lips like a duckbill, Devin produced bear-
like sounds to soothe the anxious bruin’s 
nerves: moooah, moooah, moooah. 

The bear was eating green grasses along 
a closed logging road in British Columbia’s 
Coast Mountains late in May. The only 
place in the vast section of timber that had 
green grass was on this road. The bear 
saw us exactly when we saw him. The 
black umbrella acted as a bear decoy; the 
only thing large, black and round in this 
part of the world is a black bear. The visual 
distraction kept him in the road while we 

closed the distance. It was the last hour of 
the last day of our hunt. 

King of Spring
In my opinion, spring bear hunting is 

North America’s most under-utilized big-
game hunt. It is spring’s hidden hunting 
jewel. Bear hides are at peak density, 
claws have grown long from inactivity, 
and bear meat tastes great. Few know the 
excitement, adventure and challenge of 
spring bear hunting. What other big game 
can you hunt in April, May and June? 
None, except for sheep and mountain 
goats in a few exotic places. Bears are 
thriving in North America, and are the 
most widely distributed big-game animal 
behind white-tailed deer. 

“
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Most of our continent’s bear hunting 
happens in Canada. All of the provinces have 
spring bear seasons. Canada requires non-
residents to be guided by outfitters, and some 
are very affordable. Ten U.S. states also offer 
spring bear hunting: Utah, Idaho, Oregon, 
Alaska, Montana, Arizona, Wyoming, New 
Mexico, Washington and some tribal lands  
in Maine. 

Every state has different regulations for 
spring bear hunting. Utah, Idaho, Maine, 
Alaska and Wyoming allow hunting over bait. 
Utah, Idaho, Alaska, Arizona and New Mexico 
allow hunting with hounds. Oregon, Nevada, 
Montana and Washington allow spot-and-
stalk hunting only. Most of these states offer 
over-the-counter tags. Tags vary in price 
from roughly $200-350. Each of the states I 
mentioned have abundant and bear-rich  
public lands. 

Are you looking for some springtime, big-game 
hunting adventure and excellent table fare? If so, 
look no further than a spring bear hunt. 

Spring Bear-Hunting Basics
To effectively hunt bears in spring, you must 

understand what’s happening biologically to 
predict where they’ll be. In most of the black 
bear range, they emerge from their dens in 
April. Local weather and snowfall, of course, 
affect that date. After emerging, they go 
through several weeks of light activity with 

very little feeding, often not traveling far from 
their dens. As they begin to ingest more buds, 
roots and green grasses, they eventually pass 
their fecal plug. This is their biological bowel-
stopper for the inactive den months. After the 
plug is gone, feeding activity steadily increases 
as food becomes more available. 

All of this means that spring bears are 
going to be where they find food, and this 
is where you should hunt. They’re typically 
eating insects, green vegetation and any 
carrion they can find. This knowledge applies 
to both bait and spot-and-stalk hunting. 
Where legal, place bait sites in areas where 
bears already are or want to be. If you’re spot-
and-stalk hunting, cover some ground and 
find available food sources with fresh sign 
nearby. You’ll know you’ve found it when you 

“The bear was eating green 
grasses along a closed logging 
road in British Columbia’s 
Coast Mountains …”

(below) Finding a good van-
tage point and glassing 
for bears is critical to spot-
and-stalk bear success. 

(opposite) In spring, black 
bears forage on green 
shoots. Look for fresh sign 
like scat and tracks to find 
active feeding areas.
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see concentrations of tracks and fresh scat. 
In mountainous regions, bears often den in 

higher elevations and move down to feed in 
early spring where the grass greens up first. 
An ideal spring-hunting scenario is when 
snow remains up high, but the valleys have 
green vegetation. This concentrates bears at 
lower elevations. As green up spreads and 
more vegetation sprouts, bears will spread out, 
which makes hunting them more challenging. 
Limited resources translates into great spring 
bear hunting. 

 
Hunting Spring Bears Over Bait

When hunting over bait, place your bait 
in an area where a bear would feel secure 

feeding. This is usually in the timber. Though 
spring bears do feed in open meadows, they’re 
far more comfortable in thick cover. Consider 
the prevailing winds and thermal currents. 
Place your bait upwind of areas you believe 
hold bears. Typically, they bed in the area’s 
thickest swamps and roughest canyons or 
ridgetops. Set your stand or ground blind 
downwind of the bait to avoid being smelled by 
approaching bruins. 

When hunting over bait, conceal your scent 
as much as possible. I prefer to hunt from 
a treestand, but have killed bears from the 
ground over bait. All bears react differently to 
human scent on or around a bait site. They 
quickly learn that a human is involved in the 

Bear hunting can take you 
to some beautiful and 
remote places. 
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mysterious appearance of food. However, they 
don’t want to be there when you are. Build a 
schedule to bait the bears during non-peak 
feeding hours during the middle of the day. 
The bears will adjust to your schedule, and 
will likely feed in the early morning and late 
evening hours. When you hunt, be as stealthy 
as possible, and use the wind to  
your advantage. 

Spotting and Stalking Spring Bears
Spring spot-and-stalk bear hunting is all 

about finding them on their natural patterns. 
This type of hunting usually takes place in 
the western states and some provinces with 
expansive visibility. 

BAIT OPTIONS
Baiting, where legal, is an excellent spring bear-

hunting method. It requires work to gather bait, but 

it will help you create a bear hotspot. Generally, 

bears love anything that will make a human 

overweight. Use carbohydrates like candy, chips, 

bread, grains (oats or corn), donuts, granola and 

frosting. Use as much variety as possible, and don’t 

be afraid to mix up the bait. Feed them as much as 

they’ll eat. 

Secondly, consider incorporating some protein-

rich baits, too. The all-time favorite spring bear bait 

is beaver (check your state/province’s regulations). 

A beaver’s natural oils and smells seem irresistible 

to bruins. Many people chop up frozen beaver 

carcasses into small sections. Some place the 

beaver in a hanging cage, making it difficult for a 

bear to get it out. 

Outfitter Gil Pardis of Riverside Lodge in 

Manitoba, Canada, likes to run frozen beaver 

carcasses through a wood chipper to make ground 

beaver. If you can’t obtain beaver, use pork fat, 

beef fat or butcher’s trimmings. Also, get some 

used fryer oil and pour it all over your bait. Check 

regulations for the types of baits and containers 

legal to feed bears. 

(above right) When baiting 
bears in spring, use pro-
tein and carbohydrates. 
Feed the bears as much 
as they’ll eat. Commer-
cial scents will help 
spread the bait scent and 
attract bears. 

“… if food was 
readily available 

throughout the 
winter, a boar bear 

might not den 
at all.”
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BEAR BIOLOGY
Bears aren’t true hibernators, but rather, they go 

into a state of inactivity called torpor. Bears den for 

lack of food availability, not because it’s too cold. 

Sows are obligate denners, meaning they’re the 

only bears that must den. Bear cubs weigh  

less than 1 pound and are born in the den, usually 

in January. 

In theory, if food were readily available 

throughout the winter, a boar bear might not den 

at all. However, food is usually scarce in the winter. 

Bears all over North America, even in the south, den 

to some extent. Most bears den from early to mid-

November through late March or early April. Bears 

in the far north den for almost six months a year. 

The bear breeding period is a long window, 

usually running from late May through July. Bears 

have a unique biological adaptation called delayed 

implantation. This means that gestation of the 

fertilized egg doesn’t start until the sow has 

gone through the fall. At this point, her body can 

evaluate its health and ability to rear cubs. If she’s 

healthy, two or more eggs will attach to the uterine 

wall and gestation will begin. If she’s unhealthy, the 

eggs will be absorbed back into her system and she 

won’t raise cubs.  

Start by glassing for bruins with binoculars 
and a quality spotting scope. Find areas likely 
to hold bears, and set up in a place with good 
visibility where you can see multiple ridges, 
valleys with large openings or sections of 
clear-cuts. Spend hours in the same spot 
glassing for feeding bears. They’re going 
to be in the openings feeding on roots and 
fresh green grass. They can move anytime of 
the day, but typically you’ll see them in the 
mornings and evenings. 

Be very conscious of your scent with this 
type of hunting, as well. When you see a bear, 
plan a stalk and move into range. Bears don’t 
see well, but they won’t tolerate excess noise 
or human odor. Typically, a feeding bear will 
remain in that spot for a while, giving you time 
to make a stalk. 

“I grabbed the 
lever-action gun 
with iron sights 
and made a 
great shot …”

(above) Placing your bait in an area where bears feel comfortable feeding is critical.  (below) 
Sara Lyda sits in front of an Oklahoma black bear den while holding two young cubs 
during an Oklahoma State University research project on den sites. 
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GUN CARE
When chasing bruins in the backcountry through varied terrain and weather 

conditions, always check and clean your gun at the end of each day’s hunt. 

Moisture can quickly instigate rust, and a clogged bore presents risks to the 

shooter. Don’t ignore these important details. Invest in a cleaning kit like Hoppe’s 

9 Gun Cleaning Essential Kit. This all-inclusive kit off ers all of the items you need 

for cleaning, cleaning mat, storage case and step-by-step instructions. Learn 

more at hoppes.com. 

Back to the Hunt
I was crouched low, walking single fi le 

behind Devin and his black umbrella as we 
moved toward the confused bear. He couldn’t 
quite determine what the “black blob making 
bear noises” was. We were hunting during the 
bear rut, and he was interested in what we 
were, but nervous. We were trying to acquire 
an archery-shot opportunity, but it just 
wasn’t in the cards. After gaining 40 yards on 
him, he was now only 60 yards away. As we 
moved closer, he exited the road and began 
walking up the mountain. It looked like our 
stalk was blown. 

Once we knew we were busted, we moved 
in quick. He was moving much slower now 
that he was in the timber. The brush was too 
thick for a shot, and Devin had a .450 Marlin 
slung over his shoulder. He said, “Shoot him 
with this rifl e.” Since it was the last evening, I 
didn’t hesitate. I grabbed the lever-action gun 
with iron sights and made a great shot on the 
big boar. He tumbled down the hill and landed 
in the road, not far from where he left it. I had 
my British Columbian spring bear and a grand 
adventure I won’t soon forget.  MP

Author Clay Newcomb is all smiles behind his spot-and-
stalk British Columbia black bear taken on the last day of 
a seven-day hunt. 
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RUGGED 
SURVIVAL 
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WHEN CALORIES MATTER MORE THAN FLAVOR, 
THESE FOUR FOODS WILL SATISFY

By Bernie Barringer

RUGGED 
SURVIVAL 

FOODS
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“… industrious businessmen 
engaged the native people 
of the American West into 
creating buffalo pemmican …”

In North America in the 17th and 18th centuries, 
every day was a survival situation for most people. 
High-calorie foods that would keep in all weather 

and stay fresh for long periods of time were a hot 
commodity. Flavor wasn’t a high priority; calories and 
durability were. 

To supply their caloric needs, native people 
used staples like jerky and pemmican. Industrious 
businessmen even engaged the native people of the 
American West into creating buffalo pemmican, and 
offered it for sale across the continent. 

Families relied on bannock and hardtack during hard 
times, and bannock was a staple food on the Oregon 
Trail. Hardtack is difficult to ruin and tough to eat, but 
soldiers of all of the American wars survived on it, 
sometimes for weeks at a time. 

Knowing how to make and preserve these foods 
might mean the difference between life and death—
even in modern times—should you find yourself in 
a survival situation. Making these survival foods is a 
good skill to acquire and pass on to future generations. 

1    PEMMICAN
Pemmican is made from dried berries, fat 

and meat. Seeds and nuts are sometimes 
added, too. By dried meat I mean jerky, but don’t be 
tempted to use commercial packaged jerky. It’s not 
sufficiently dehydrated for long-term storage, and it 
contains nitrates and other preservatives. Commercial 
jerky is also cut with the grain to be as tender as 
possible, which is exactly the opposite of what you 
want for pemmican. To make natural pemmican, you 
must dehydrate the jerky yourself. 

Originally, the fat in pemmican was made with 
interior buffalo fat, such as the suet that surrounds 
the kidneys. This was melted to create liquid tallow 
that separated from the membranes. I made my first 

While survival seems like a distant 

threat these days, it wasn’t long ago 

that it was what most North Americans 

thought of when they got up in the 

morning and before they went to sleep 

at night. From Native Americans to 

voyageurs to fur trappers to soldiers 

and hardy families of the westward 

expansion, survival foods—jerky, 

bannock, hardtack and pemmican—

were on the menu almost daily. 

Buggy loads of hardtack were sent 

to the soldiers fighting in the Civil War, 

and sometimes a piece of hardtack and 

a cup of coffee made up the main meal 

of the day. Mountain men traveled up 

the Missouri River to the beaver-rich 

streams of the Rocky Mountains in the 

early 1800s and learned how to make 

pemmican and jerky from the native 

people they met. 

The history of these foods is much 

richer than their flavors, but they were 

developed using the materials that 

were available at  

the time, and they filled a need to put 

fat, protein and carbohydrates into the 

bellies of hungry people.

History of Survival Foods

Women of the 
Blackfeet tribe 

often sun-dried 
meat to make 

pemmican, 
which is a 

mixture of fat 
and protein. It’s 

not the best-
tasting food, 

but in a survival 
situation, it’ll do 

just fine.

PHOTO COURTESY 
OF GETTY
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Survival 
Foods 
at a 
Glance
Pemmican is a 

mixture of fat and 

protein. Some varieties 

call for dried berries, 

which improve the 

fl avor, but reduce its 

shelf life.

Jerky is meat strips 

that have been dried. 

Most recipes call for 

salt and marinade to 

preserve it further.  

Hardtack is a hard, 

cracker-like food made 

from fl our, water and 

salt. It was a popular 

staple during wartime 

because it literally 

lasts for years.

Bannock is a round, 

heavy, unleavened, fl at 

cake. Today, leavening 

agents are commonly 

added to make 

bannocks lighter in 

texture. Bannocks last 

up to a week or longer 

depending on how 

they’re stored. 

batch of pemmican from a recipe I found in 
an outdoor magazine when I was in my early 
teens. I went to a local butcher shop to get 
some suet, only to fi nd that the butcher had 
just thrown out everything he hadn’t ground 
into hamburger. He pulled a box of lard off the 
shelf and suggested I use it. I took his advice 
and soon learned my mistake. My pemmican 
had poor fl avor and never really hardened. 
Lesson learned. The harder the fat you melt 
into your pemmican the better. 

One of the keys to making good pemmican 
is starting out with very dry jerky. You want 
it brittle so that it can be ground as fi nely as 
possible. The best pemmican is made with 
jerky that can be ground almost into a course 
powder. This also allows the added fat to be 
absorbed into the meat. Grind it with a mortar 
and pestle or in a food processor. 

There’s no hard and fast rule for measuring 
your ingredients. Simply grind up a bunch 
of jerky, then add dried berries, such as 
cranberries, blueberries, chokecherries, 
raisins, or any dehydrated fruit that you like. I 
generally use about half the volume of berries 
to jerky. Spread the mixture into a fl at sheet 
in a container, then melt the suet or tallow 

until enough runs off to pour over the 
mixture. Add the liquid fat little by 
little as you mix, allow it to cool, and 

you have pemmican. 
It’s that simple. 

Pemmican is best 
wrapped in plastic 
or waxed paper and 
kept sealed. Native 
people of the American 
West wrapped buffalo 
pemmican in skins for 
shipping. It arrived on 
the East Coast weeks 
later in top condition.

Pemmican is an acquired taste, unless 
you’re starving, then it’s delicious. The berries 
signifi cantly improve the fl avor, but decrease 
its longevity. Without the berries, it’ll last for 
months if kept cool. While the fl avor isn’t 
particularly appealing, it’s so loaded 
with protein and carbohydrates that it will 
sustain you through a hard workout in any 
survival situation. 

2           JERKY
I’m serious about my jerky. I’ve been 

making it for more than 30 years, and I 
make a huge batch of venison jerky every year. 
Recently, I started making jerky from bear meat, 
and I’ve been pleasantly surprised by how well 
it turns out. I thought the fat content would 
be too high, but I was wrong. It has a slightly 
different texture and fl avor than venison, which 
has me wondering if I could make jerky out of 
pork, as well. Guess I’ll have to try it sometime.  

To make your own, trim all of the fat off the 
meat and slice it into ½-inch strips. Try to cut 
as much meat across the grain as possible 
for tenderness and easy chewing. The large 
muscle groups of the hindquarters make great 
jerky, but I’ve made excellent jerky out of 
almost every cut of a tough old buck. 

Most wild-game meat makes excellent jerky 
because it’s lean. Elk, moose and deer all make 
fantastic jerky. The process is simple, and it’s 
the most fl avorful of the four survival foods 
covered in this article. Jerky, in its simplest 
sense, is just dried meat, but there are many 
ways to add fl avor. 

My favorite way is simple and delicious. 
I mix 4 ounces of liquid smoke with 10 
ounces of soy sauce. Slosh the meat around 
in the mixture for a minute or two, shake 
off the excess liquid and place the meat in 
the dehydrator. I usually double the batch 
because I make 10 pounds or more at a time. 
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Jerky can easily be made in large quantities using a large food dehydrator. Great fl avor is one of the attributes of wild-game jerky done right.  

Hardtack
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Jerky can be made 
from just about any 
meat, wild game or 
domestic. Bear jerky 
is surprisingly tasty 
and tender. 
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Any leftover liquid can be kept in the 
freezer for use with a future batch. 
The flavor is excellent, and the jerky 
preserves well using this mixture. 

The more moisture you draw out 
of the meat, the longer it will last 
unrefrigerated. I prefer to leave in a 
little moisture so it’s easier to eat, 
but if you need it for a true survival 
situation, you want the jerky to be 
very dry. Stored away from moisture, 
jerky will last for months and retain 
its flavor well. Sprinkling some salt 
in the package with the jerky also 
prolongs its shelf life. 

3           HARDTACK
Hardtack is a bread-like 

cracker that dates back to 
the ancient Romans. For a thousand 
years or more, it has been used to 
feed armies, and it was a staple food 
during the westward migration of U.S. 
citizens driving wagons across the 
plains and mountains in the mid-
1800s. Made properly, it will literally 
last for years. Civil War soldiers and 
trappers carried hardtack in their 
pockets and bit off a chunk any time 
their stomachs growled.

The key to storing hardtack and 
keeping it edible for months, or even 
years, is to seal out any moisture. 
Besides water, it has two ingredients: 
flour and salt. That’s it. There are 
many things you can add that’ll 
improve its flavor such as sugar, 
honey and cinnamon, but all of those 
shorten its shelf life from years to 
just weeks. As a survival food, it’s 
difficult to beat its longevity, but the 
flavor is very bland. 

Simply mix about 1 teaspoon of 
salt per cup of flour and add enough 
water to thicken. Roll the dough out 
to ½-inch thick and cut it into  

“Civil War 
soldiers and 
trappers carried 
hardtack in 
their pockets 
and bit off a 
chunk any time 
their stomachs 
growled.”

(above)  Hardtack is a historic food. Throughout most of North American history, it has been a staple 
because of its longevity. (below) Bannock is the bread of the wilderness. Very simple to mix up and 
cook, it can be made literally anywhere you have a heat source. 
PHOTOS BY BERNIE BARRINGER
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pocket-sized squares. Poke a few 
holes into each piece so the dough 
cooks evenly and doesn’t rise too 
much. Bake at 350°F for 30 minutes, 
then turn squares over and bake for 
another 30 minutes. The hardtack 
should be brown and hard to the 
point where you can barely bite off a 
chunk. No one eats hardtack for flavor 
or texture; they eat it to stay alive. 

4BANNOCK
Bannock was a favorite 

among mountain men 
because it was the only food 
resembling bread they could get. For 
the most part, they only ate bannock 
at the annual Rendezvous when the 
traders would come from St. Louis 
bearing the ingredients to make it. 
Bannock is made from four simple 
ingredients: flour, salt, fat and baking 
powder. The fat can be bacon grease 
or cooking oil (or, if you’re a real 
mountain man, rendered buffalo 
fat). Some people like to add sugar, 
oatmeal or powdered milk, and 
bannock can be made with white or 
whole-wheat flour. 

First, mix 1 cup of flour with 1 
teaspoon of baking powder and ¼ 
teaspoon of salt. This will keep for 
months if stored in a dry place. When 
you’re ready to cook it, add some 
bacon grease, then slowly add water 
to thicken. You want the mixture 
thick enough that you can form it 
like putty. Roll the dough into a long, 
narrow strip.

It can be fried in a pan or baked in 
an oven, but the most common way 
to cook bannock is to wrap it around 
a dry, peeled stick and cook it over 
a campfire. Wrap it so it’s no more 
than ½-inch thick. Stay away from 
open flames, cooking it slowly over 
the coals. For extra flavor and a nice 
brown coating, spread some butter or 
more bacon fat on it while cooking. 
Adding berries or honey when mixing 
enhances the flavor. 

Bannock will keep for a week or 
more after cooking, but it can be kept 
much longer if stored in a cool place. 
Eventually, the bannock will mold. 
If you eliminate the grease and just 
use water to thicken, it will last much 
longer, but the flavor will be very bland. 

Conquer Hunger 
These four time-tested survival 

foods have been used for generations. 
They’ve endured not because of their 
mouth-watering flavor, but because 
they keep people alive, and they can 
do the same for you. MP
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• BUSHCRAFT • 
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NUT 
KNOW-HOW
THE KEYS TO GATHERING AND  
ENJOYING PECANS, WALNUTS AND 
HICKORY NUTS

By Jason Houser
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As a child, I remember sitting in my 
grandpa’s garage and watching him take 
a hammer to hickory nuts. At the time, 

I had no idea what he was doing, and when I 
tried to be like him, I always ended up mashing 
my fi ngers with the hammer as the little 
hickory nut slipped away at the very 
last moment.

For many years, I never had the desire to 
try my luck with hickory nuts. As I became 
more self-suffi cient—catching, hunting and 
gathering food for my family—I became more 
interested in cracking hickory nuts, and any 
other type of nut I could get my hands on.

As an adult, I’ve completely embraced the 
enjoyable (and benefi cial) pastime of foraging 
for nuts. I gather enough hickory nuts every 
year to net several gallons of nutmeat. I share 
some with my family and friends, but most of 
my haul goes into baked desserts. It sure is a 
lot cheaper, and more fun, than buying nuts 
from a grocery store. I suspect that you’ll think 
so too once you know what to look for.

Two Varieties of Hickory Nuts
There are two varieties of hickory nuts: large 

and small. The larger variety of nut—about the 

size of an oblong golf ball with its outer hull 
removed—is often easier to fi nd undisturbed 
by squirrels due to its thick shell. It’s a lot more 
work for a squirrel to gnaw into them than 
to cut through the thinner-shelled, smaller 
variety. Of course, that thick shell makes it 
a little tougher for humans to crack them as 
well, but it’s a simple matter to get a bigger 
hammer, and the rewards are greater because 
there’s more nutmeat inside.

 Regardless of which variety you fi nd, large 
or small, it takes time to crack enough hickory 
nuts and pick out the meat to fi ll a Mason jar. 
But, once the cracking is complete, you can do 
the picking while you watch a ball game on TV. 

There are many ways to crack hickory nuts. 
I set the nut on top of an anvil and use a 
hammer to get to the meat inside. A rock or 
concrete chunk work as well. You can also buy 
heavy-duty nutcrackers designed specifi cally 
for very hard nuts, and they work just fi ne, too.

Hickory nut foraging is an outdoor activity 
that almost anyone can do, and it’s a good way 
to get the whole family outdoors on a beautiful 
fall day. It’s especially fun for kids, because 
they can make a game out of seeing who can 
fi nd the most, or try to toss them into a bucket 

“I gather enough hickory nuts every year 
to net several gallons of nutmeat.”

Shelling 
Hickory 
Nuts

Nut picks make it 

easier to get the meat 

out of the shells. Just 

be careful not to stab 

yourself with the pick. 

Don’t expect to 

get halves every time 

you crack a nut; you’ll 

be disappointed if 

you do. Most often 

you’ll get quarters and 

smaller fragments. 

You’ll get a few 

halves, but not many. 

I try to keep the 

halves separate from 

the pieces, because 

we chop up the pieces 

for cakes, breads 

and cookies. I keep 

the halves and larger 

pieces for pies.

A quart-sized bowl 

of cracked nuts will 

yield a cup or two of 

nutmeat.
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from a distance. If you haven’t tried hickory 
nuts in cookies or banana bread, you’ll be 
pleasantly surprised by the amount of fl avor 
they add. I also like to use them in cinnamon 
rolls and in cakes and zucchini bread.

Pecans Aplenty
Besides hickory nuts, I also gather and crack 

my share of pecans. As a child, my mother made 
the best pecan pie from nuts we gathered, and 
today, she’ll still make her delicious pie for 
special occasions. Now that I’ve gotten 
older, I follow her recipe to make my 
own pecan pies a couple of times a 
month. Sometimes, I even substitute 
the pecans with hickory nuts. You’ll 
notice a small change in the fl avor, but 
a hickory nut pie is hard to beat.

Pecan trees are native to the 
Lower Mississippi Valley (Louisiana 
Gulf Coast up through southern 
Illinois, west into eastern Texas and 
Oklahoma). They like rivers and creek 
bottoms, and the Mississippi River and its 
many tributaries provide ideal conditions. 
Also, few people know that pecans are the 
largest member of the hickory family of trees. 
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from a distance. If you haven’t tried hickory 
nuts in cookies or banana bread, you’ll be 
pleasantly surprised by the amount of fl avor 
they add. I also like to use them in cinnamon 
rolls and in cakes and zucchini bread.

Besides hickory nuts, I also gather and crack 
my share of pecans. As a child, my mother made 
the best pecan pie from nuts we gathered, and 
today, she’ll still make her delicious pie for 
special occasions. Now that I’ve gotten 
older, I follow her recipe to make my 
own pecan pies a couple of times a 
month. Sometimes, I even substitute 
the pecans with hickory nuts. You’ll 
notice a small change in the fl avor, but 

Lower Mississippi Valley (Louisiana 

Illinois, west into eastern Texas and 
Oklahoma). They like rivers and creek 
bottoms, and the Mississippi River and its 
many tributaries provide ideal conditions. 
Also, few people know that pecans are the 
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INGREDIENTS

1 cup sugar

½ cup light corn syrup

¼ cup melted butter

3 well-beaten eggs

1 ½ cups pecan or hickory nut halves

1 9-inch unbaked pie shell

DIRECTIONS

W   In a medium-sized bowl, mix together the sugar, corn syrup and melted butter. 

W   Stir in the well-beaten eggs and nuts. 

W   Pour the mixture into the pie shell and bake for 10 minutes at 400°F. 

 Reduce heat to 350°F for 30-35 minutes. Cool thoroughly before slicing  

 and serving.
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Mom’s Pecan Pie
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Gathering the Bounty
You’ll want to begin gathering pecans and 

hickory nuts as soon as possible after they 
begin to fall. If they’re on the ground too long, 
they’ll get wet and begin to rot. You’ll also be 
competing with squirrels or other animals that 
gather nuts. Plus, it’s a good idea to get them 
off the ground if the area is prone to holding 
moisture, because rain can easily cause a muddy 
mess, getting both you and the nuts dirty. 

If the trees you plan to gather from aren’t 
deep in the forest, it’s smart to mow the 
grass beneath the trees fairly low before the 
harvest. Doing so will make the nuts easier 
to gather. You’ll know they’re about ready to 
fall when you see the husks (the tough casing 
that surrounds the nut, which is green in the 
summer and browns as the nuts begin to ripen) 
begin to turn dark brown and start to open, 
exposing the hickory nut or pecan it has 
been protecting. 

I either use a clean ice cream tub or 5-gallon 

bucket to hold the nuts as I gather them. 
Kids love gathering nuts off the ground and 
throwing them into a bucket. When I take my 
grandkids with me, I always get more nuts 
gathered than if I were alone. They often make 
a game out of it to see who can get the most, 
and it is a lot better for them than being inside 
watching TV or playing video games.

The World of Walnuts
Walnuts are another delicious nut to forage, 

although many people would rather buy them 
at the store than deal with stained hands 
and diffi cult-to-crack shells. But, with a little 
ingenuity both problems are easily solved.

Be sure to wear gloves when 
gathering walnuts, because the outer 
husks will stain nearly anything. 
Walnuts were used in the past for 
dying cloth, baskets and traps for 
fur trapping. 

There are many ways to remove 

“Once the husk is off , wash the unshelled 
walnuts in a bucket to remove excess 
juice and debris.”

Did you 
know?

A pecan grove 

refers to a naturally 

occurring group of 

trees, while a pecan 

orchard indicates the 

trees were planted 

intentionally by 

humans.

at the store than deal with stained hands 
and diffi cult-to-crack shells. But, with a little 
ingenuity both problems are easily solved.
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green or partially decomposed husks. One way 
is to pile the nuts in a gravel driveway and 
drive over them a few times. It’s true, the 
husk will slip right off, but the shell will stay 
intact. This is how my dad taught me, and I 
still do it this way today.

Once the husk is off, wash the unshelled 
walnuts in a bucket to remove excess juice and 
debris. Unfi lled nuts will fl oat and should be 
removed. After washing, the unshelled nuts 
must be dried and cured if you aren’t going to 
crack them right away. To dry, spread freshly 
husked and washed nuts in thin layers in a 
well-ventilated area out of direct sunlight for 
several weeks. Once dry, unshelled nuts can be 
stored in a cool, dry place in mesh bags, burlap 
sacks or baskets for up to a year.

Black walnuts have a hard shell on which 
hand-held nutcrackers seldom work. A vise, 
hammer, large rock or block of wood are better 

choices. Special pressure-
type crackers effi ciently 
crack individual nuts end 
to end. 

Nutshells can be 
pre-conditioned before 
cracking. Start by 

soaking nuts in water for one to two hours, 
then drain and keep the nuts moist overnight 
in an airtight container. If the shells still 
seem brittle, soak them in hot tap water prior 
to cracking. 

Store and Enjoy
Storing the meat from the nuts is the fi nal 

step. Plastic containers with tight-fi tting lids 
or quality, resealable freezer bags work well 
for storage. The more airtight the packaging 
is (and less air in the bag) the better. You can 
keep shelled nuts unrefrigerated in an airtight 
container for several weeks. They won’t taste 
as good after prolonged storage, though, 
especially if the container is left unsealed. 
The meat will dry out, shrivel and toughen. 
If you plan to use them soon, it’s best to keep 
them in the refrigerator in a sealed container. 
They can be stored for several months in this 
manner. 

For longer storage (up to a few years), it’s 
recommended that shelled nuts be sealed and 
frozen. We keep a large freezer bag of hickory 
nuts, pecans and walnuts handy throughout the 
year. Whenever the urge strikes, we incorporate 
them into some of our favorite recipes.  MP
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Cracking 
Pecans

You can stand 

pecans up on end 

and crack them open 

with a hammer, but 

there’s an easier way. 

I use Reed’s Rocket 

Nut Cracker. This 

durable cracker with 

a wooden base and 

handle is perfect 

for cracking pecans, 

almonds, English 

walnuts and more. It’s 

useful for cracking all 

soft-shelled nuts. The 

opening is adjustable 

to accommodate 

diff erent sizes and 

lengths of nuts. It 

doesn’t take much 

force to crack pecans. 

The only drawback 

I’ve discovered is 

that pecan shells 

seem to end up all 

over the place as 

they’re opened.

The cracker can be 

purchased for about 

$25—a small price to 

pay considering all of 

the time, energy and 

probably fi ngers you’ll 

save by using one—

from reednutcracker.

com. 

“You can keep shelled nuts unrefrigerated 
in an airtight container for several weeks.”

A hammer and an 
anvil work well for 
cracking hickory 
nuts. Be careful not 
to hit your fi ngers! 

Reed’s Rocket 
Nut Cracker 
is ideal for 
cracking 
pecans.
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LIQUID 
GOLD
MAKING SWEET TREATS WITH MAPLE SYRUP 
By Dana Benner

     

Growing up in a very traditional family 
and modeling our lifestyle after our 
Native American ancestors, I learned 

how to live by what the land provided. I 
also learned never to waste an opportunity 
to put food on the table. Today, my family 
especially enjoys sweet treats freely given 
by Mother Nature, which is why we eagerly 
anticipate the time from mid-February to 
mid-March when maple sap begins to fl ow 
near our home in northern New England. 

The duration of the fl ow depends on the 
weather. Some years, sap fl ows longer 
than others. The only constant is that when 
the sap fl ows you must be ready to seize 
the opportunity.

Weather is the prime factor that 
determines when the sap will fl ow. For the 
trees to produce sap, cold nights followed 
by warm days are necessary. If nights stay 
above freezing, the sap won’t run. Sap’s 
purpose is to bring nutrients to developing 
buds. If the weather is too warm, the buds 
become leaves. Once leaves form, the fl ow 
of sweet sap up the tree stops, and the 
leaves will start sending nutrients back 
down to the roots. 

An early warm spell with temperatures 
reaching 70°F brought my maple sugaring 

to an end much sooner than I wanted this 
year. Despite that, there was enough to put 
away some syrup for my wife’s favorite 
waffl e recipe, some to trade and some to 
use in cooking.

Maple Syrup History
For thousands of years prior to the arrival 

of the Europeans, the Native American 
people of the Northeast tapped maple and 
birch trees to gather the sweet sap. The 
trees in demand were sugar maple, rock 
maple, silver maple, wild cherry, black 
maple, box elder and yellow and black 
birch. This was their form of sweetener. 
Sugar, honey and molasses were brought 
here by the Europeans. Native people used 
maple syrup to sweeten things from glazed 
meats to beverages. Among some of the 
native groups, maple syrup was poured over 
popcorn, another foodstuff that originated 
in the Americas.

Often, the sap was boiled down past the 
syrup stage, eventually turning to pure 
sugar. This sugar was allowed to cool and 
harden, then it was pulverized and added to 
food much like cane sugar is today. Unlike 
cane sugar, though, maple sugar doesn’t 
have a very long shelf life. 
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Trees are tapped to catch sticky sap that 
will be boiled into maple syrup.

• SELF-RELIANCE • 
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Benner Baked Beans
I use maple syrup in my baked-bean recipe. 

Many people don’t realize that baked beans, 
and beans in general, originated right here 
in the Americas. Native people cultivated 
beans very early in their history, and baking 
beans in clay vessels was a popular cooking 
method. Modern baked-bean recipes include 
molasses and brown sugar, both of which were 
introduced by European settlers. My way of 
preparing baked beans melds the European 
way of doing things with the native way. I 
substitute fresh maple syrup, which I make 
from the sap I collect, adding molasses to 
bridge the two cultures.

Though I love doing things the old way, 
sometimes it just doesn’t make sense. Even my 
ancestors adapted their methods to new ones 
when it yielded results. One major adjustment 
was the use of cast-iron pots. The pots were a 
massive innovation and much more effi cient 
than fragile clay pots or skin bags. When I make 
baked beans I use a 5-quart Lodge cast-iron 
Dutch oven. This isn’t my usual Dutch oven; 

instead, my bean pot is coated with porcelain 
enamel. While there’s nothing better for even 

heat retention than cast iron, the porcelain 
boosts the cooking ability and simplifi es cleanup, 
offering the best of both worlds.

It takes about eight hours to make baked 
beans from scratch the old way, but it’s time 
well spent. While I think my baked beans 
are good, the proof lies in what other people 
think. I often trade my baked beans with my 
neighbors for help around the homestead and 
as barter for items that I might need. I guess 
that says it all. Now, let’s get cooking.

Preliminary Instructions
Gather all of your ingredients before you begin. 

Nothing is worse than discovering that you’re 
out of a key ingredient midway through cooking. 
I start with 1 pound of dried beans. Despite 
what some will tell you, it really doesn’t matter 
which kind of beans you use. Some people prefer 
kidney beans, while others like navy beans. Use 
whatever your family prefers.

Next, I make sure I have molasses and a 
piece of pork. The pork can be salt pork, which 
most recipes call for, but I’ll often use bacon 
or ham if that’s what I have. Native people, 
and the early settlers who came after them, 
couldn’t be picky. There were no grocery stores, 
so they used what they had. “Why use pork at 
all?” you might ask. It adds fl avor, but if you 
prefer, you can skip this addition.

As I mentioned earlier, making baked beans 
is a very long process, especially if you use my 

(top) The ingredients 
for baked beans are 
wholesome and simple. 

(right) Parboil the beans 
for 45 minutes, then pop 
them into the oven for 
several hours for a mouth-
watering treat. 
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when it yielded results. One major adjustment 
was the use of cast-iron pots. The pots were a 
massive innovation and much more effi cient 
than fragile clay pots or skin bags. When I make 
baked beans I use a 5-quart Lodge cast-iron 
Dutch oven. This isn’t my usual Dutch oven; 

instead, my bean pot is coated with porcelain 
enamel. While there’s nothing better for even 

heat retention than cast iron, the porcelain 
boosts the cooking ability and simplifi es cleanup, 
offering the best of both worlds. P
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1  In a large saucepan or a high-sided skillet, bring 2 cups of   

 maple syrup to a boil over medium heat, stirring often. Boil for   

10 minutes.

     

2             Remove from heat and let the syrup cool for about 10 minutes.   

 After 5 minutes of resting, begin stirring the cooked syrup with 

a wooden spoon for 5 minutes or until the mixture thickens.

     

3      Pour the syrup into molds and allow to cool. I usually put the  

 molds in the refrigerator for about 10 minutes. The traditional 

way is to stick it in the snow.

     

4  Remove the candy from the molds and either cut it up into   

 bite-sized pieces or leave as is. Stored in an airtight container 

and refrigerated, the candy should last about a month.

4-STEP MAPLE SUGAR CANDY
One treat popular among Native American children was maple sugar candy, and kids still love it today. 

The great thing is that it’s very simple to make. I’ve included my recipe for maple sugar candy. 

Two cups of pure maple syrup and about 10 minutes of cooking is all it takes. 
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method, which requires constant attention. 
Throughout the entire cooking time you must 
continuously check the water level and stir the 
contents every so often. If you don’t have eight 
to 10 hours to spare, then I suggest you don’t 
start the process, which begins with the beans.

1  Put the beans in a heavy pot and cover 
with water. I use a Lodge porcelain enamel 
5-quart Dutch oven for this, but any heavy pot 
will work. The beans must be parboiled for at 
least 45 minutes. This step is very important 
because the beans won’t actually cook during 
the baking process. Keep checking; you don’t 
want to overcook the beans. If they start 
getting soft, they are done. Check a few times 
before turning off the heat to make sure they 
are completely cooked. Depending upon the 
age of your dried beans, 45 minutes might be 
the ticket, but I’ve found myself going a little 
longer if the beans are a little older and drier. 
The trick is to keep checking throughout the 
process. It’s important to periodically add 
water to keep the beans covered.

2 Once the beans are ready, add 1/3 cup of 
molasses and 2 cups of maple syrup. Most 
recipes call for brown sugar, but in this case, 
maple syrup replaces the brown sugar. 

3 Next, add the pork (if using). Stir everything 
thoroughly and cover. 

4 Put the pot into an oven that has been 
preheated to 350°F. Baking time will run 
anywhere from six to eight hours. Make sure 
that the water level stays above the beans 
the entire time, which will require close 
monitoring. Add water as needed. 

5  The bean pot will serve eight to 12 people, 
but in my home, it usually only serves about 
half that amount. Enjoy!

     
Time-Honored Dish

Native people introduced baked beans and 
maple syrup to the early European settlers. 
The Europeans contributed brown sugar 
and molasses. It was a mutually beneficial 
exchange of ingredients that ultimately 
combined the best of both cultures to create 
a dish that’s still a favorite today. MP

Lodge Cast-Iron Dutch 
Oven With Porcelain 
Enamel

     
I love cooking with cast-iron. It links me with the past while allowing me to 

enjoy some of the benefits of modern times. It transfers heat better and more 

evenly than steel or aluminum, and it’s perfectly safe to use on modern cooking 

surfaces or over a campfire. I use Lodge cast-iron cookware for two main reasons: 

First, it’s American made, and second, it works. I like to use Lodge’s porcelain-

covered cookware for making baked beans and stews, or when I’m using a 

conventional cooking surface. Porcelain combines the heat-retention benefits of 

cast iron with easy cleanup. Another perk of porcelain is that there’s no need to 

condition the cast iron. It’s important to bear in mind, though, that you shouldn’t 

use metal utensils on the porcelain. 

“For thousands 
of years prior to 
the arrival of the 
Europeans, the 
Native American 
people of the 
Northeast tapped 
maple and birch 
trees …”
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IT’S A NEW ERA FOR THE 28-GAUGE SHOTGUN
By Thomas C. Tabor

OLD GAUGE, 
MODERN  CHAMBER
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OLD GAUGE, 
MODERN  CHAMBER

I
t’s rare that something so innovative enters the 
shooting world that you can’t ignore it, but when 
Benelli USA stretched out the 28-gauge shotshell 
from its traditional 2 ¾-inch length to a full 3 inches, 

I noticed. While most other shotgun gauges had long been 
lengthened to 3 inches—some even to 3 ½ inches—for 
unknown reasons, the 28-gauge remained stagnant at 
2 ¾ inches, until now. Enter Benelli’s Ethos semi-automatic 
3-inch-chambered shotgun. 

A shotgun cannot be rechambered to a new shell length 
without fi rst considering where the ammunition will come 
from. Until 2016, 3-inch 28-gauge shotshells didn’t exist. 
To address that concern, Benelli and Italian ammunition 
manufacturer Fiocchi made an agreement: Benelli would 
produce the Ethos semi-automatic 28-gauge shotgun 
with a 3-inch chamber, and Fiocchi would produce 3-inch 
shotshells for it. The resulting package brought the little 
28-gauge boldly into the 21st century.
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Fiocchi
Fiocchi’s roots date back to 1876 when 

it began manufacturing muskets in Lecco, 
Italy. However, due to fi nancial strife within 
that market about a year later, they began 
producing and marketing hunting and sporting 
ammunition. More recently, Fiocchi has 
expanded those operations to include factories 
in Hungary, Great Britain and the U.S., offering 
a broad ammunition selection.  

Benelli’s Ethos Shotgun
Benelli has been producing its semi-automatic 

Ethos shotguns for a few years, offering them in 
both 12- and 20-gauge confi gurations. The Ethos 
has been a very successful shotgun design for 
Benelli, and a very popular choice for shooters 
and hunters, largely due to its simplistic design, 
light weight and overall attractiveness. By 
expanding the line to include not only the 28 
gauge, but also the new-and-improved 3-inch 
version, this fi ne shotgun and the 28 gauge in 
general have a new appeal.  

“… the new-and-
improved 3-inch 

version … adds 
new appeal to 

this fi ne shotgun 
and the 28 gauge 

in general.”The Era 
of the 
28-Gauge

The 28-gauge 

dates to 1903 when 

infamous American 

shotgun manufacturer 

Parker Bros. o� ered 

it as an option for 

its double-barreled 

shotguns. Over time, 

this gauge has survived 

the tests of time 

largely because the 

skeet shooters rolled 

it into their four-gauge 

competitions: 12, 20 

and 28 gauges and the 

.410 bore. Until now, 

its e� ective use as a 

hunting shotgun has, 

in my opinion, been 

limited to smaller 

gamebirds like doves, 

quail and partridge. 

The new 3-inch 

version opens up 

great new possibilities 

for hunting larger 

gamebird species. 

  SPECIFICATIONS

MANUFACTURER: Benelli USA

MODEL: Ethos 

GAUGE: 28 gauge

CHAMBER: 3 inch

SIGHTS: Fiber-optic front sight in three interchangeable 

colors (red, green and yellow)

CHOKES: Benelli Crio interchangeable choke tubes  

ACTION: Semi-automatic

BARREL: 26 inches

RECEIVER: Engraved nickel 

STOCK: AA-grade, satin-fi nished walnut with shim kit

OVERALL LENGTH: 57 inches 

WEIGHT: 5.3 pounds

MSRP: $2,199

The new Benelli Ethos 3-inch 28-gauge is 
an impressive, high-quality fi rearm that any 
shooter can proudly own. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF BENELLI USA

The Benelli Ethos’ walnut stock is attractively 
and professionally checkered. 
PHOTO BY THOMAS C. TABOR
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The Benelli Ethos is one of today’s lightest 
production-built shotguns, in this case 
weighing slightly more than 5 pounds. Largely, 
this featherweight design can be attributed 
to only three main internal action parts: bolt 
body, inertia spring and rotating bolt head. Of 
course, lightweight fi rearms notoriously recoil 
harder, and with the increased shot charge 
and greater muzzle velocity of the new 3-inch 
shells, one might become recoil-shy of the 
Ethos. But, don’t judge this book by its cover 
just yet.  

Benelli’s patented Progressive Comfort 
recoil-reducer system cuts recoil using three 
sets of fl exible and interlocking buffers, each 
with different elasticity levels. The fi rst set is 
very fl exible, and as such, absorbs the lighter 
recoil produced by less powerful target loads. 
The next set in the series is meant to handle 
the heavier recoil produced by fi eld loads, and 
the last set is stoutest to capture and dampen 
the most abusive recoil emanating from the 
heaviest magnum charges, like those of the 

new 3-inch shells. All told, the recoil-reducing 
capabilities of the Progressive Comfort recoil-
reducer system is said to reduce felt recoil by 
as much as 42%. 

Sometimes, the ability to switch back and 
forth between different loads is a worthwhile 
attribute, particularly for hunting. The Ethos’ 
Inertia-Drive semi-automatic design freely 
accepts light target loads all the way up to the 
new magnum 3-inchers, all without altering 
or modifying the shotgun. Simply load up the 
magazine tube with shells in your preferred 
order of magnitude.  

Each Benelli Ethos shotgun comes with 
a fi tted, hard-plastic case, a set of Benelli 
Chio interchangeable choke tubes and three 
differently colored and interchangeable 
fi ber-optic front-sight inserts: red, green 
and yellow. The satin-fi nished, beautifully 
fi gured AA-grade walnut stock and lavishly 
engraved action give the Benelli Ethos a 
striking appearance. 

Like most shotguns today, the Ethos comes 

Benelli 
History

In 1940, the Benelli 

brothers owned and 

operated Benelli 

Motorcycle Co. 

located in Pesaro, 

Italy, before deciding 

to manufacture 

fi rearms. Throughout 

the years, innovative 

new products 

and advanced 

technologies have 

helped Benelli 

become a leading 

manufacturer of 

semi-auto shotguns. 

In 1983, Benelli 

was acquired by 

Beretta, and in 

2002, it entered the 

rifl e market. Then, 

in December 2007, 

Benelli Arms acquired 

all rights to the 

Franchi trademark, 

and that same year, 

Benelli celebrated 

having  built its 

2 millionth shotgun. 

Each Ethos comes with a set of Benelli Chio interchangeable, 
fl ush-mounted choke tubes and an installation wrench. Other 
styles of choke tubes are available for sale from the factory. 
PHOTOS COURTESY OF BENELLI USA

Benelli Ethos 
shotguns come with 
three front-sight 
inserts: red, green 
and yellow. 
PHOTO BY THOMAS C. TABOR
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load. Whether Fiocchi or other ammunition 
manufacturers will produce other 3-inch 
28-gauge loads is uncertain.  

Performance
My own live-fi re testing of Benelli’s Ethos 

3-inch 28-gauge occurred on my private trap 
range, and involved both the Fiocchi 3-inch 
shells and two types of 2 ¾-inch shells. 
The latter shotshells were Federal Premium 
Upland and Estate brand ammo, both of which 
contained ¾ ounce of #7 ½ shot. However, shot 
in the Federal shells had been copper-plated, 
while the Estate shells had not. I fi red nearly 
10 boxes of 3-inch Fiocchi shells and six boxes 
of the 2 ¾-inch shells. 

While shooting, the 3-inch shells obviously 
hit the targets harder, particularly as the range 
increased. Even when standing on the 27-yard 
line of the trap range, the Fiocchi 3-inchers 
produced devastating results on the clay 
targets with seldom a miss. Assuming those 
targets were actually being broken at ranges 
well over 40 yards, that performance should 
impress any shooter. Obviously, the shell’s 
additional ¼-ounce payload, larger #6 size shot 
and 1,400-plus-fps muzzle velocity produced 
those results.  

One more important factor worth 
considering is how a shotgun patterns. So, I 
checked the Fiocchi 3-inch patterns using both 
full and modifi ed chokes. The result: 69% of 
the shot hit within a 30-inch-diameter circle 
at 40 yards with the full choke and 56% with 
the modifi ed choke installed. While not always 
the case with shotguns, this performance is 
essentially par with the desired consistencies 
for those choke constrictions.  

A Gauge for the Ages
The 28-gauge shotgun has undeniably 

withstood the test of time. I suspect the 
newer 3-inch chambering will only bolster its 
reputability as a skeet and small-game gun. 
Run it through its paces and I believe you’ll 
agree that this gauge is here to stay.  MP

with a ribbed barrel, but it’s fabricated from a 
durable yet lightweight carbon-fi ber material 
that resists rust and corrosion. In my opinion, 
it’s more attractive, too. And, rather than being 
soldered or brazed in place, the Ethos’ rib is 
removable and even adjustable.

Being a bit fanatical about triggers, I 
thoroughly examined the Ethos trigger long 
before I shot the fi rearm. The trigger lacks slop, 
creep and excessive travel, resulting in a nice, 
smooth pull. However, its factory 5-pound, 
7-ounce pull weight (5-pull average) is a tad 
heavier than I prefer. However, pull weights 
this heavy are common in most production-
built fi rearms today.

      
The Fiocchi Ammo

The fi rst Fiocchi shotshells to leave the 
factory were loaded with 1 ounce of #6 shot, 
and when I checked the muzzle velocity 
using my Caldwell G2 chronograph, I found 
they produced a very respectable 1,407-fps 
average velocity. This performance is par 
with the 3-inch 20 gauge, and even bumps 
the 12 gauge’s lower end performance. 
Personally, I believe it’s an excellent hunting 

“… 69% of the shot hit within a 
30-inch-diameter circle at 40 yards …”

CONTACT
Benelli USA Corporation

17603 Indian Head Highway

Accokeek, MD 20607-2501

(301) 283-6981

benelliusa.com

The author 
chronographed 
Fiocchi 3-inch 
28-gauge shells, 
loaded with 1-ounce 
of #6 lead shot, at 
slightly over 
1,400 fps. 
PHOTO BY THOMAS C. TABOR

Even when shot from the handicap 27-yard line of Tabor’s 
trap range, the Benelli shotgun and Fiocchi shells were 
extremely e� ective.  PHOTO BY THOMAS C. TABOR
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Phoebe Ann Mosey (1860 -1926)

The Legend of “Annie Oakley”
> By Darryl Quidort

Born Aug. 13, 1860, in a small cabin in Darke 
County, Ohio, Phoebe Ann Mosey—called 
“Annie” by her older sisters—was the sixth of nine 
children in her family. When she was 5 years old, 
her father died of exposure after being caught in 
a blizzard. His loss deprived the family of its main 
breadwinner and hard times followed.  

Deception 
Annie was put in the care of Samuel Edington, 

superintendent of the Darke County Infi rmary 
(a type of “poorhouse”), and his wife Nancy. 
There, she was given a rudimentary education 
until she was about 10 years old. Then, she was 
“bound out” to a family to care for their infant 
son and falsely promised 50 cents a week and 
an education. For the next two years, Annie was 
mistreated so badly that she fi nally ran away. For 
reasons she kept to herself, Annie didn’t disclose 
the name of the family who’d abused her. 

Discovering Skills
For the next few years, she spent part of 

her time at the poorhouse and part at her 
mother’s mortgaged farm. She didn’t attend 
school. Instead, she trapped and hunted to help 
support the family. She sold the extra game 
she harvested to local people and shops who 
shipped the meat to hotels and restaurants 
around northern Ohio. She later claimed to have 
helped her mother pay o�  the mortgage with her 
hunting skills.

 
Shooting Match

Frank Butler, a traveling vaudeville marksman, 
came to Cincinnati and placed a large wager with 
a hotel owner that he could out-shoot any local 
shooter. The hotel owner, Jack Frost, set up a 
match with the best marksman he knew, Annie 
Mosey. Jack reportedly said, “The last opponent 
Butler expected was a 5-foot-tall, 15-year-old 
girl named Annie.” 

The Thanksgiving Day shooting match was a 
live pigeon shoot. The birds were released, one 
by one, from a trap in the center of a large circle 
marked out on the ground. Shot birds had to 
drop within the circle to count. Contestants took 
turns shooting. Some accounts say Frank missed 
his 25th bird; others say he hit the bird, but that it 
fell outside the circle. Regardless, Annie won the 
match and Frank’s heart.

 
Competitors Become Sweethearts

Frank began to court Annie. Although the date 
of the shooting match wasn’t recorded, Frank 
and Annie reportedly married about one year 
later. Some sources say the marriage occurred 
in Cincinnati in 1876, but there seems to be no 
record of it, possibly because Frank’s divorce 
from his fi rst wife wasn’t yet fi nal.

Exhibition Shooting
When Frank’s show assistant became ill, Annie 

began performing at public shooting exhibitions 
with him. Frank immediately realized that Annie 
drew larger crowds than he did. He simply said, 
“She outclassed me.” He began to showcase 
her as the star of the performance. Annie soon 
adopted “Oakley” as her stage name.  

 
The Wild West Show

Frank and Annie joined Bu� alo Bill Cody’s 
Wild West Show in 1885 and began touring the 
country and the world. As a star in the famous 
show, Annie performed before kings, queens and 
heads of state. She had a theatrical appearance, 
and at 5 feet tall and 110 pounds, she had 
athletic agility. She was paid more than any 
other performer, except Bu� alo Bill Cody himself.

Annie’s prowess with rifl e, pistol and shotgun 
was outstanding. An ambidextrous shooter, her 
feats of marksmanship became legendary. She 
snu� ed out burning candles, shot cigarettes 
from her husband’s lips, split playing cards held 
edgeways, hit targets behind her back using 
a mirror, and shot tossed dimes out of the air. 
Audiences loved Miss Annie Oakley.

Frank and Annie left the Wild West Show for 
a period because of reasons “too long to tell.” It 
may have been because of her tense rivalry with 
another young lady sharpshooter named Lillian 
Smith. The couple later returned to the show after 
Smith moved on. Annie is known to have advertised 
herself as being younger than she actually was. 
Perhaps it was to attract the favorable press 
coverage that Smith had enjoyed by billing herself 
as 11 years younger than she truly was.

Continuously traveling with the show was 

a di�  cult lifestyle. A train accident in 1901 was 
likely the catalyst for Annie leaving the Wild West 
Show for good. She was partially paralyzed and 
required several spinal operations before she 
could perform again. Frank was then hired by 
the Union Metallic Cartridge Company, which 
allowed them to continue shooting exhibitions 
while endorsing company products.

 
In Front of the Lens

Annie once performed for Thomas Edison in 
front of his Kinetoscope movie machine. Edison 
made the short fi lm into a nickelodeon. For a 
nickel at a Kinetoscope parlor, people could 
watch the clip of Annie shooting. She was the 
fi rst cowgirl in motion pictures. The original 
nickelodeon clip can be viewed at Wikipedia.org/
Annie Oakley.

Interestingly, in 1904, a false newspaper 
article reported that Annie had been arrested 
for theft to support a cocaine addiction. The 
woman who’d been arrested, a burlesque queen, 
had told the police her name was Annie Oakley. 
Most of the newspapers retracted the story 
and apologized, but newspaper mogul William 
Hearst refused. Annie spent much time and 
money throughout the following years to win 54 
of 55 libel suits against newspapers. Although 
the fi nancial return was less than the expense, 
Annie cleared her name.

 
Leaving Behind a Legacy

Hunting and shooting remained life-lo ng 
passions for Annie. At 62 years old, she could 
still hit 100 clay targets consecutively from 16 
yards while trapshooting. She taught many 
women how to use a gun, saying, “I would like to 
see every woman know how to handle guns as 
naturally as they know how to handle babies.” 
Annie promoted women’s rights and even 
supported the idea of women in military combat 
by o� ering the government “the services of 50 
lady sharpshooters … should the U.S. go to war.” 

Annie quietly engaged in philanthropy, and 
allegedly spent her entire fortune on her family, 
charities and children’s orphanages. She has been 
called “the fi nest woman sharpshooter of all times.”

Phoebe Ann Mosey died Nov. 3, 1926, and is 
buried at Brock Cemetery in Greenville, Ohio. 
She’s been inducted into the Trapshooting Hall 
of Fame, National Cowgirl Museum and Hall of 
Fame, National Women’s Hall of Fame, Ohio 
Women’s Hall of Fame and the New Jersey Hall 
of Fame.  MP

Sources:
Wikipedia.org, Annie Oakley

Biography.com, Annie Oakley

Hisory.net, Annie Oakley

Annie Oakley, by Eric Sorg, Feb. 2001, Wild West

[ past pioneering ]
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“Look deep into nature, and then you will understand everything better.” 
— Albert Einstein
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